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3!!!transformed!the!economic,!social,!political,!and!cultural!fabric!of!the!United!States.!!Granted,!the!development!of!national!roads,!canals,!and!railroads!greatly!facilitated!the!movement!of!goods!and!people,!but!John!draws!attention!to!“the!transmission!of!an!unprecedented!volume!of!newspapers,!letters,!and!other!kinds!of!information!through!time!and!over!space”!during!the!early!Republic!and!antebellum!periods.7!!The!extraordinarily!high!literacy!rates!of!the!combatants!during!the!Civil!War!and!the!sheer!volume!of!correspondence!these!troops!had!no!equal!in!previous!military!history.!!According!to!one!historian,!“many!more!letters!were!sent!and!received!by!Civil!War!soldiers!than!during!any!previous!war,”!amounting!to!correspondences!measured!in!tens!of!millions.8!!One!turnFofFtheFcentury!study!calculated!that!the!Union!and!Confederate!armies!wrote!or!received!180,000!letters!a!day!on!average.9!!Deployment!to!faraway!battlefronts!fueled!an!insatiable!demand!by!soldiers!for!both!letterFwriting!materials!and!the!means!to!deliver!them.!!The!daily!time!spent!letter!writing,!even!in!the!midst!of!active!campaigning,!the!urgency!with!which!postal!delivery!systems!were!set!up!in!the!camp!communities,!and!the!eagerness!with!which!the!mail!was!received!suggest!a!strong!emotional!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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8!!!contemporary!scholarship!recognizes!the!Civil!War’s!impact!on!the!development!of!privacy,!the!analysis!tends!to!focus!on!the!institutional,!legal,!and!technological!aspects!of!surveillance,!eavesdropping,!and!intelligence!gathering.22!!!The!Civil!War,!then,!offers!a!unique!opportunity!to!study!privacy!management!and!information!sharing!as!a!social!habit!and!a!way!of!life!among!ordinary!soldiers!and!members!of!their!social!networks.!!Eager!to!stay!in!steady!contact!with!loved!ones,!millions!of!Americans!F!civilians!and!soldiers!alike!F!inscribed!messages!at!a!greater!frequency!than!ever!before.!!Men!who!penned!only!the!occasional!missive!in!peacetime!became!active!writers!and!connoisseurs!of!the!wellFcomposed!letter!during!wartime.!!Indeed,!Bell!Irvin!Wiley,!in!his!pioneering!study!The$Life$of$Johnny$Reb,!wrote!that!because!of!the!war!“a!large!portion!of!the!middle!and!lower!strata!of!Southern!society!became!articulate!for!the!first!time.”23!!Furthermore,!the!war!raised!the!stakes!for!men!who!sought!to!prove!their!valor!and!masculine!virtues!in!the!crucible!of!battle.!!Their!social!standing!benefited!from!laudatory!letters!that!publicized!their!conduct!at!the!front!lines.!!For!these!men!who!risked!their!manhood!and!reputations!in!battle,!the!mail!provided!dual!utility:!a!public!forum!for!them!to!be!heard!and!praised!at!the!home!front!and!a!private!means!for!intimate,!highly!emotional!confessions.!!Letter!writing!liberated!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Patricia Meyer Spacks, Privacy: 
Concealing the Eighteenth-Century Self (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003).  
22 For examples, Lawrence M. Friedman, Guarding Life’s Dark Secrets: Legal and Social 
Controls over Reputation, Propriety, and Privacy (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007); 
Frederick S. Lane, American Privacy: The 400-Year History of our Most Contested Right 
(Boston: Bacon Press, 2009); Segrave, Wiretapping; David J. Seipp, The Right to Privacy in 
American History, Program on Information Resources Policy, Publication P-78-3 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University; 1978). Even John’s Spreading the News discusses violations of personal mail 
in the early modern period largely in terms of government surveillance. See John 42-44.   
23 Wiley, Reb, 192.  
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9!!!thoughts!of!its!practitioners!–!sometimes!in!ways!that!transgressed!social!and!gender!norms.!!Yet,!soldiers’!attempts!to!assert!control!of!their!personal!information!took!place!under!conditions!hostile!to,!if!not!devoid!of!both!spatial!and!epistolary!privacy.!!Hence,!the!precariousness!of!privacy!and!the!vulnerabilities!of!interpersonal!communications!compelled!Billy!Yank!and!Johnny!Reb!to!mind!both!what!they!confessed!on!paper!and!who!had!access!to!the!personal!letters!they!sent!home.!!Privacy!formed!an!integral!part!of!the!social!life!of!Civil!War!soldiers.!They!wanted!more!than!just!to!receive!and!send!letters;!they!diligently!asserted!their!authority!over!their!personal!letters!and!they!monitored!the!information!about!themselves!percolating!through!their!social!networks.!!Their!constant!struggle!to!police!the!turbulent!and!porous!boundary!separating!private!knowledge!from!public!news!reveals!itself!in!their!letters.!!To!borrow!a!contemporary!phrase!from!the!field!of!communications!study,!this!corpus!of!letters!constitute!an!“evidenceFbased!corpus!for!understanding!the!behaviors,!decisions,!and!changes!salient!in!managing!private!information.”24!!Precisely!because!of!its!centrality!to!how!soldiers’!experience!of!war,!epistolary!privacy!opens!a!window!on!the!significant!aspects!of!both!the!Civil!War!in!particular!and!nineteenthFcentury!America!in!general.!!Yet!how!Civil!War!soldiers!perceived!and!exercised!their!capacity!to!control!epistolary!information!about!themselves!remains!unexplored!territory.!!In!one!recent!article!on!the!Civil!War!the!author!declares,!“How!many!times!such!sentiments!were!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Sandra Petrino, “Brief Status Report on Communication Privacy Management Theory,” 
Journal of Family Communication 13, no. 6 (2013): 9.  The article is a condensation of her earlier 
monograph, Boundaries of Privacy: Dialectics of Disclosure (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 2002).  
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10!!!privately!exchanged!between!lovers,!or!husbands!and!wives,!is!impossible!to!say.”25!The!nature!of!private!epistolary!correspondences!and!the!emotional!investments!involved!in!such!exchanges!deserve!more!scholarly!attention!than!has!been!the!case.!This!dissertation!argues!that!during!the!Civil!War!the!controls!that!soldiers!sought!to!impose!on!their!epistolary!correspondence!constituted!a!vital!component!of!their!social!definition!of!autonomous!selfhood!and!its!attendant!rights,!privileges,!and!functions.!!Frederick!Lane,!in!his!study!of!privacy!in!America,!argues!that!Americans!have!long!associated!privacy!with!“a!broader!sense!of!personal!freedom.”26!!As!other!scholars!have!pointed!out,!the!concept!of!privacy!encompasses!the!power!of!choice;!to!possess!privacy!means!the!ability!to!disclose!private!information,!to!control!what!other!people!know!about!oneself.27!!Ownership!of!one’s!personal!information!equates!not!to!a!fixed!binary!between!full!disclosure!and!absolute!secrecy,!but!rather!a!spectrum!of!options!the!owner!commands.!!For!white!men!in!uniform,!such!control!personified!the!liberties!and!privileges!they!felt!entitled!to!claim!as!members!of!the!ruling!class,!gender,!and!race!who!rightfully!deserved!praise!and!recognition!for!their!service!to!their!country.!!Thus,!the!power!to!freely!express!one’s!private!thoughts!on!paper!and!to!choose!who!had!access!to!that!epistolary!information!highlighted!the!social!divisions!and!inequities!within!American!society!at!large.!!Katherine!Adams,!in!her!study!of!women’s!writing!in!the!nineteenth!century,!notes!that!both!legal!minds!and!magazine!editors!at!the!time!framed!privacy!as!“a!privileged!relation!to!one’s!extracorporeal!self,”!and!“the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 James H. Broomall, "We Are a Band of Brothers: Manhood and Community in Confederate 
Camp and Beyond," Civil War History 60, no. 3 (September, 2014): 305. 
26 Lane, 1, 68. 
27 Friedman, 4; Lane, 32; Seipp, 6. 
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11!!!freedom!and!equality!of!the!autonomous!individual.”28!!Yet!the!war!created!opportunities!for!marginalized!groups!–!women,!slaves,!even!poor!illiterate!whites!–!to!stake!their!own!claims!to!literacy,!postal!access,!and!personal!autonomy.!Perhaps!even!more!than!their!white!male!counterparts,!female!soldiers!in!disguise!and!black!Union!soldiers!knew!full!well!that!the!capacity!to!write!one’s!own!letters!signified!personal!freedom!and!independence.!!For!these!claimants,!old!and!new!alike,!the!war!revealed!the!precarious!nature!of!epistolary!privacy,!given!the!conditions!of!military!life!and!the!weakened!ability!of!soldiers!to!safeguard!the!information!contents!of!their!personal!mail.!!The!practice!of!letter!writing,!as!many!soldiers!acknowledged,!was!delightful,!useful,!heady!and!addictive,!an!indispensable!instrument!to!serve!an!indispensable!need!for!selfFexpression!and!interpersonal!communication.!!Precisely!because!of!all!these!characteristics,!letter!writing!constituted!a!source!of!deep!anxiety,!particularly!when!surrounded!by!curious!campmates!and!vengeful!enemies!who!regularly!violated!the!seal!of!private!correspondence.!!Civil!War!soldiers!attempted,!with!varying!degrees!of!success,!to!reconcile!their!claims!to!epistolary!ownership!with!the!vulnerabilities!inherent!to!the!postal!mail.!!These!fighters!F!black!and!white,!North!and!South,!male!and!female!F!continued!to!write!regardless!of!the!dangers!of!public!exposure!or!the!interception!of!letters!in!transit.!!The!persistence!of!these!letter!writers!constituted!an!exercise!in!resistance!and!autonomy!against!both!the!impersonal!nature!of!both!the!military!bureaucracy!and!the!mass!slaughter!of!the!battlefields.!!Thus,!this!study!argues!that!the!epistolary!experiences!of!Civil!War!soldiers!constituted!analogs!to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




29 Lorien Foote and Lauren Thompson, “Evolving Conceptions of the Southern Male: Identity, 
Morality, and Masculinity in the Civil War Era,” Organization of American Historians Annual 




30 See Richard Stott, Jolly Fellows: Male Milieus in Nineteenth Century America (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009) and Lorien Foote, The Gentlemen and the Roughs: 
Manhood, Honor, and Violence in the Union Army (New York: New York University Press, 
2010).  
31 Stephen W. Berry II, All That Makes a Man: Love and Ambition in the Civil War South (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 11. 
32 Dubbert, 15. 
33 Michael Barton, Goodmen: The Character of Civil War Soldiers (University Park, PA: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1981), 73. 
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14!!!expressing!sentimentality!in!epistolary!form,!provided!that!their!correspondent!maintained!the!confidentiality!of!the!revelation.!!!An!analysis!of!how!soldiers!understood!and!practiced!epistolary!privacy!expands!the!existing!scholarship!on!the!Civil!War!as!public!and!private!memory.!!Henkin,!for!example,!argues!that!even!before!the!Civil!War!Americans!viewed!personal!letters!as!!“sincere!and!confidential!disclosures!made!in!the!insulated!context!of!an!intense!emotional!relationship.”34!!The!Civil!War,!like!most!conflicts,!saw!a!bifurcation!of!roles!along!gender!lines!with!men!in!the!role!of!fighters!and!women!in!support!services,!whether!at!the!home!front!or!in!the!camp!communities.!!!Yet!unlike!any!previous!conflict,!the!Civil!War!saw!millions!of!male!combatants!take!to!letter!writing!as!the!means!of!maintaining!an!informational!and!emotional!link!to!loved!ones!at!home.!!Within!the!insulated!context!of!confidential!epistolary!exchanges,!the!male!writer/fighter!kept!a!portion!of!his!inner!life!hidden!from!the!public!in!general,!and!from!other!male!soldiers!in!particular.!!This!confessional!culture!–!pinned!and!centered!as!it!often!was!on!the!male!soldier’s!closest!female!contact!–!meant!that!much!of!how!men!experienced!war!could!be!expressed!only!to!women!on!the!home!front.!Furthermore,!the!dissertation!draws!attention!to!the!fragility!of!personal!privacy!and!malleability!of!Americans’!attitudes!towards!the!sanctity!of!the!mail.!!For!Victorian!Americans!in!the!antebellum!period,!adherence!to!the!standards!of!privacy!indicated!good!breeding!and!middleFclass!respectability.!!Indeed,!Karen!Lystra!argues!that!the!exclusivity!and!significance!attached!to!private!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




35 Karen Lystra, Searching the Heart: Women, Men, and Romantic Love in Nineteenth-Century 
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 17. 
36 While this dissertation deals only with non-governmental, yet systemic violations of postal 
privacy, the Civil War, like other periods of emergencies in American history, encouraged 
government officials to sacrifice liberty in the name of security.  For a succinct treatment of how 
the Lincoln administration curtailed Constitutional civil liberties during the war, see Geoffrey R. 
Stone, War and Liberty: An American Dilemma: 1790 to the Present  (New York: W. W. Norton 
and Company, 2007), 22-40. 
37 Segrave, for example, writes, “The surveillance state we live in today in which everyone is put 
under surveillance all the time (at least with respect to online activities) got is start here, in 1861 










38 Thomas P. Lowry notes that soldiers were usually reluctant to openly discuss in their private 
correspondence such topics as sex with prostitutes and sexually transmitted diseases.  Still, Lowry 
points to the surviving court records and medical files that reveal much about the sexual 
escapades and misdeeds of soldiers during the Civil War.  See Lowry, The Stories the Soldiers 
Wouldn’t Tell: Sex in the Civil War (Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books, 1994). 





40 Petrino, “Brief Status,” 8. 
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21!!!information!with!others!who!become!“authorized!coFowners”!and!“are!perceived!by!the!‘original!owner’!to!have!fiduciary!responsibilities!for!the!information.”41!!In!this!sense,!the!letter!of!the!soldier!tells!us!about!his!female!confidantes!and!his!relationship!with!them.!!Finally,!Petrino!points!out!the!turbulent,!shifting,!and!porous!boundaries!that!separated!the!private!from!the!public.!!The!wishes!and!desires!of!the!soldier!were!not!always!followed,!and!he!himself!sometimes!changed!the!parameters!of!what!he!deemed!private!information.!!Plus,!people!other!than!the!intended!recipient!opened!the!soldiers’!letters!without!permission.!!In!short,!the!personal!mail!was!often!violated,!expectations!were!disappointed,!and!confidences!disclosed.!!Petrino’s!analytical!concepts!provide!the!framework!for!understanding!how!men!at!war!sought!ownership!and!control!of!the!mail,!entrusted!other!with!ownership!of!sensitive!information,!and!responded!to!transgressions!against!their!personal!mail.!!By!the!midFnineteenth!century,!Americans!had!grown!accustomed!to!legal!and!social!norms!that!secured!the!right!to!privacy!of!the!mail.!!The!first!part!of!the!dissertation!explores!the!ways!in!which!Civil!War!soldiers!understood!and!exercised!ownership!over!their!private!mail.!!Chapter!Two!looks!at!the!process!by!which!letters!were!shared.!!Chapter!Three!examines!how!letters!were!regulated!and!the!rationales!for!both!dispersing!epistolary!information!and!restricting!its!dissemination;!the!chapter!also!considers!how!much!privacy!soldiers!could!reasonably!command!within!the!confines!of!the!regimental!camp.!!!After!all,!military!life!in!general!afforded!little!privacy.!!!Only!the!senior!commanders!had!separate!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




42 High rates of illiteracy only partly account for why relatively few personal letters written by 
previously enslaved African-American soldiers have found their way the nation’s archives and 
libraries.  The more well-off a soldier’s family, the more likely the resources to store and preserve 
the soldier’s wartime letters.  As African-African families endured systematic discrimination and 
higher rates of poverty, they likely had less access to means that allowed wartime letters to 
survive as family heirlooms or donations to libraries and historical societies.  Still, letters written 
by black soldiers, often to newspaper editors and government officials, have been preserved and 
documented. For examples, see Ira Berlin, Joseph P, Reidy, and Leslie S. Rowland, eds.,  
Freedom’s Soldiers: The Black Military Experience in the Civil War (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982) and Edwin S. Redkey, ed., A Grand Army of Black Men: Letters from 







43 For how veterans themselves used their postwar memoirs to shape the public memory of the 
Civil War and its meanings, see Thomas C. Leonard, Above the Battle: War-Making in America 




44 Cited in David Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge, 
MA: Belknap Press, 2001), 11. 
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26!!!commanding!officers!and!elected!leaders,!but!it!did!matter!to!him,!and!it!did!shape!the!mental!calculus!that!sustained!his!will!to!fight!and!see!the!war!through.!This! dissertation! represents! an! inquiry! into! the! mindset! and! attitudes! of!soldiers!who!sought!control!over!epistolary! information!during!the!American!Civil!War.!!The!analysis!also!examines!the!dynamics!that!shape!the!meanings!of!privacy,!gender! roles,! and! social! privilege! in! nineteenth! century!America.! ! The! Civil!War’s!revolutionary!legacies!continue!to!influence!the!contours!of!modern!American!social!and! political! life.! ! For!most! of! human! history! the! ability! to! record! in!written! text!one’s!thoughts!and!feelings,!to!indulge!in!selfFexpression!using!media!that!could!be!readily! shared! with! intimates!many!miles! away,! remained! the! province! of! a! tiny!portion!of!society’s!elites.!!During!the!Civil!War,!for!the!first!time!in!human!history,!a!human!society!fielded!armies!whose!lowliest!members!possessed!the!power!and!the!right!to!create!and!share!media!content!borne!of!their!own!individual!proclivities.45!!These!men!and!women!knew!full!well!the!dilemma!and!the!opportunities!created!by!mass! literacy!and!mass!communications.! !The!struggle!by!the!everyday!soldiers!of!the!Civil!War!to!control!and!regulate!access!to!their!personal!letters!offers!a!tale!of!insight! and! precaution! to! Americans! in! the! twentyFfirst! century! as! we! construct,!practice,! and! understand! the! social! norms! attendant! in! our! own! communications!revolution.!!In!the!least,!it!can!be!said!that!the!soldiers!of!the!Civil!War,!who!wrote!and!regulated!their!personal!information!while!living!and!fighting!a!bloody!conflict,!knew!firsthand!the!delights!and!vulnerabilities!of!living!in!an!information!age.!+!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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a Black Regiment, first published 1869.  Higginson also wrote the introduction to Taylor’s 
memoir, published in 1902 
182 John Boston to his wife, 12 January 1862.  Cited in Ira Berlin, et. al. eds. Freedom: A 
Documentary of Emancipation, 1861-1867, Series 1, Volume 1 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985), 357. 183!Wilson!104.!!
!!
80!!!man!of!faith!to!carry!out!the!task.184!!Chaplain!John!R.!Reasoner!of!the!119th!Colored!Infantry!claimed!that!in!the!month!of!November!alone!he!“wrote!150!letters!for!the!Soldiers!to!their!families,!and!friends.”185!!Most!importantly,!unlike!their!counterparts!still!held!in!bondage,!AfricanFAmerican!soldiers!could!partake!of!epistolary!communications!without!having!to!selfFcensor!their!thoughts!or!asking!leave!of!their!owners.!!Like!Wakeman’s!transgression,!the!attempts!by!black!soldiers!to!become!masters!of!their!own!epistolary!communications!amounted!to!a!bold!challenge!to!the!antebellum!social!order.!Among!black!soldiers,!as!among!their!white!comrades,!those!who!possessed!literacy!had!an!asset!in!high!demand!by!their!illiterate!peers.!!Though!the!common!practice!of!“mediated!literacy”!expanded!the!social!network!of!epistolary!correspondence!for!both!whites!and!blacks,!free!and!enslaved!alike,!the!use!of!an!intermediary!guaranteed!that!a!third!party!would!know!the!letter’s!contents!from!inception.!!Put!another!way,!the!ability!to!read!and!write!created!an!unofficial!hierarchy!of!sorts!within!the!ranks.!!Literacy!acted!as!a!gatekeeper!to!the!largely!middleFclass!notion!of!personal!privacy!and!respectability.!!Orrin!S.!Allen,!of!the!112th!New!York,!reassured!his!wife!Francis!that!while!he!did!favors!for!his!fellow!soldiers!who!could!not!read!their!mail,!his!own!literacy!allowed!him!to!keep!her!letters!all!to!himself:!“I!read!a!good!many!of!the!letters!coming!to!soldiers…a!favor!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
184 For more on the religious life of Civil War soldiers, see Randall M. Miller, Harry S. Stout, and 
Charles Reagan Wilson, eds., Religion and the American Civil War (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1998), George C. Rable, God's Almost Chosen Peoples: A Religious History of 
the American Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010), and Steven E. 
Woodworth, While God Is Marching on: The Religious World of Civil War Soldiers (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 2001). 
185 Cited in Wilson 82. For another example of Union officers writing letters for black recruits, 


















190 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1978), 56.  For a history of confessional culture, see Chloë Taylor, The Culture of Confession 
from Augustine to Foucault: A Genealogy of the “Confessing Animal” (New York: Routledge, 
2009). 
191 David Henkin, The Postal Age: The Emergence of Modern Communications in Nineteenth-
Century America (University of Chicago, 2006), 103, 106. 
!!
85!!! When!Johnny!Reb!and!Billy!Yank!marched!off!to!battle,!the!practice!of!confessing!on!paper!thrived!within!the!epistolary!traffic!between!home!front!and!front!lines.!!Military!life!provided!ample!evidence!that!trauma!and!death!were!imminent,!and!hence,!made!it!more!necessary!than!ever!for!soldiers!to!reveal!on!paper!their!inner!emotional!and!psychological!lives!to!trusted!individuals.!!Sandra!Petronio!points!out!that!the!act!of!sharing!sensitive!or!personal!information!can!provide!enormous!benefits.”!Through!disclosure,!she!writes,!“We….may!increase!social!control,!validate!our!perspectives,!and!become!more!intimate!with!our!relational!partners!when!we!disclose.”192!!A!South!Carolinian,!writing!to!his!wife!from!the!trenches!outside!Petersburg!in!the!summer!of!1864,!remarked!that!with!pen!and!paper!he!could,!in!his!words,!“give!myself!up!heart!and!mind,!thought!and!feelings!entirely!to!my!loved!ones.”193!!As!a!forum!to!express!sentimentality!and!affirm!attachment!letter!writing!provided!enormous!emotional!satisfaction!to!its!users.!“I!feel!that!I!am!reading!hearts,!not!words,!when!I!read!their!letters,”!wrote!a!contented!New!York!infantryman!of!the!mail!he!received!from!friends!and!family!back!home.194!!This!chapter!argues!that!for!combatants!on!both!sides,!the!letters!sent!home!functioned!as!epistolary!confessional!booths!where!they!felt!safe!and!comfortable!discussing!their!most!private!thoughts!and!actions.!!Then!as!now,!technologies!of!communications!offered!opportunities!for!manipulation,!impersonation,!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
192 Sandra Petronio, Boundaries of Privacy: Dialectics of Disclosure (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 2002), 1-2. 
193 John Bratton to his wife Bettie, 13 July 1864, John Bratton Letters; University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill; Louis Round Wilson Library (hereafter UNC).  
194 Walter Stone Poor to George, 30 August 1862, Walter Stone Poor Correspondence, New York 





195 Daniel W. Sawtelle to his sister Sophronia, 22 February 1863 cited in Peter H. Buckingham, 
ed., All’s for the Best: The Civil War Reminiscences and Letters of Daniel W. Sawtelle, Eighth 
Maine Volunteer Infantry (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 2001), 217.  Sawtelle’s 
unit, the 8th Maine, was then deployed to Port Royal Isle, South Carolina.  
196 Sawtelle had to fear only the loss of his manly standing by public disclosure of his 
homesickness.  His predecessors faced far lethal consequences.  Western militaries in the early 
modern period treated homesickness as both a physical ailment and a serious offense against good 
morale and order. In the Russian army, according to David Lowenthal, soldiers who let their 
military effectiveness suffer due to homesickness were buried alive, to set an example to others. 
David Rosenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 
10-11. For a study of homesickness during the Civil War, see Frances Clarke, “So Lonesome I 
Could Die: Nostalgia and Debates over Emotional Control in the Civil War North,” Journal of 
Social History 41, No. 2 (Winter, 2007), 253-282.   
197 Of course, just because the men looked to paper correspondence to express their feelings to 
their womenfolk did not mean soldiers did not form deep emotional attachments to their 
regimental mates.  The social space of the camp and the shared hardships of war encouraged 
intimate long-lasting bonds to form between men from different classes and regions.  See James 
H. Broomall, "We Are a Band of Brothers: Manhood and Community in Confederate Camp and 
Beyond," Civil War History 60, No. 3 (September, 2014), 273.  
!!
88!!!openly!complained!to!this!wife,!“It!is!very!cold!nights!here!and!is!cold!to!sleep!in!tents,!but!a!soldier!must!put!up!with!anything.”!!On!the!one!hand,!the!lieutenant!felt!the!urgent!need!to!gripe!even!as!he!showed!an!awareness!of!the!social!expectations!that!dictated!how!a!manly!soldier!should!deal!with!the!discomforts!of!military!life.!!On!the!other!hand!he!feared!the!hit!his!public!image!would!take!should!anyone!construe!his!complaints!as!a!sign!of!weakness.!!“Looking!over!my!letter!and!seeing!what!foolish!nonsense!there!is!in!it!and!how!soft!it!is,”!he!wrote,!“I!hardly!want!to!send!this!to!you.”!Send!the!letter!Goldwaite!did,!but!not!without!binding!his!wife!to!one!nonFnegotiable!condition:!!“If!you!will!promise!me!to!show!this!to!nobody,!I!will!send!it!to!you.”198!!Confession,!as!the!Goldwaites!demonstrated,!was!based!on!a!relationship!of!trust,!but!trust!could!be!misplaced,!since!a!man's!greatest!secrets!might!be!divulged.!!Thus,!privacy!and!secrecy!complicated!the!power!dynamics!between!men!and!their!female!confidants;!the!women!became!bearers!of!secrets!that!if!shared,!could!prove!damaging!to!their!men’s!public!reputation!and!honor.!!!Indeed,!scholars!have!pointed!out!importance!of!confidentiality!in!interpersonal!communications.!!“Few!aspects!of!personal!privacy!are!more!important!than!the!confidentiality!of!one’s!thoughts!and!communications,”!writes!Frederick!S.!Lane.199!!After!all,!says!Lane,!“[S]ignificant!harm!can!result!when!confidential!messages!go!astray.”200!!In!Correspondence,!his!study!of!letter!writing!in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
198 Richard Goldwaite to Ellen Goldwaite, 1 November 1861, cited in Marti Skipper and Jane 
Taylor, eds., A Handful of Providence: The Civil War Letters of Lt. Richard Goldwaite, New York 
Volunteers, and Ellen Goldwaite (Jefferson, NC: McFarland and Company, Inc., Publishers, 
2004), 61-62. 
199 Frederick S. Lane, American Privacy: The 400-Year History of our Most Contested Right 




201 Roger Chartier, “Introduction,” Alain Boureau, Roger Chartier, and Cécile Dauphin, 
Correspondence: Models of Letter-Writing from the Middle Ages to the Nineteenth Century, 
trans. Christopher Woodall (Princeton University Press, 1997), 15.  Even diarists, as Patricia 
Meyer Spacks, has noted, wrote with “awareness of ultimate readers other than their nominal 
addressee.”  Patricia Meyer Spacks, Privacy: Concealing the Eighteenth-Century Self (University 
of Chicago Press, 2003), 169. 
202 Richard D. Brown, Knowledge is Power: The Diffusion of Information in Early America, 






203 Jonathan W. White, et. al., have pointed out that even black soldiers in Union regiments 
adhered to the notion that honorable manhood required a degree of moral rectitude, education, 
and financial responsibility.  Jonathan W. White, Katie Fisher, and Elizabeth Wall, “The Civil 
War Letters of Tillman Valentine, Third U.S. Colored Troops,” The Pennsylvania Magazine of 




204 Willis S. Porter to Esther "Etta" H. Friend, 14 October 1864, Willis S. Porter Diaries and 
Correspondence, Maine Historical Society (hereafter MEHS). Porter had been wounded in the 
summer of 1864 during the Overland Campaign in Virginia.  He wrote this letter while recovering 
at Camp Keyes in Augusta, Maine.  
205 Henkin, 103, 106. 
206 Karen Lystra, Searching the Heart: Women, Men, and Romantic Love in Nineteenth-Century 
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 17. 
207 For a discussion of the role of epistolary confidentiality and the loss and winning of confiance 




Approaches to a Form (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1982), 46-86. See also Ellen K. 
Rothman, Hands and Hearts: A History of Courtship in America (New York: Basic Books, 
1984). 
208 Ellen Goldwaite to Richard Goldwaite, 18 July 1861, cited in Skipper and Taylor, eds., 37. 
209 Joel H. Puckett to Mary “Molly” Puckett, 10 February 1862, Joel H. Puckett Papers; 
University of Texas, Austin; Dolph Briscoe Center for American History (hereafter DBC). 
210 William Clark Corson to Jennie Hill, 12 August 1861, William Clark Corson Letters, Virginia 
Historical Society (hereafter VHS).  
211 Lorri Glover, Southern Sons: Becoming Men in the New Nation (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2007), 21.  Glover refers to the context of Southern gentry boys who 
rejected evangelicalism. “Those few who did convert,” she writes, “typically confided first (and 
sometimes exclusively) to sisters and mothers.”  
!!
94!!!to!their!adult!children.212!!When!the!men!went!off!to!war!they!corresponded,!directly!or!indirectly,!with!a!wide!range!of!members!in!their!social!networks.!!The!circle!of!intimacy!often!included!extended!family!members!and!close!friends.!!!Still,!certain!patterns!emerged!from!the!surviving!records.!!!Degrees!of!intimacy!mattered,!and!the!closer!the!emotional!attachment!between!correspondents,!the!more!valued!a!letter!from!that!particular!writer!compared!to!letters!from!other!members!in!the!epistolary!network.!!As!one!Maine!soldier!informed!his!longtime!female!pen!pal,!“One!letter!from!a!true!friend!is!better!than!a!dozen!from!doubtful!ones.”213!!Not!surprisingly,!soldiers!tended!to!write!the!most!to!their!closest!family!members;!married!men!wrote!to!their!wives,!while!men!engaged!in!courtship!wrote!to!their!intended.!!“I!write!more!to!you!than!I!do!to!all!of!my!other!correspondents!together,”!wrote!William!Clark!Corson,!a!Virginian!cavalryman,!to!Jennie!Hill.214!!Abel!H.!Crawford,!of!the!55th!Alabama,!professed!to!Rebecca!A.!Potts!that!“never!will!I!want!to!stop!correspondence!with!you,!though!I!never!have!much!to!write!yet!I!feel!that!I!can!write!to!you!when!I!can!write!to!no!one!else.”215!!Unattached!single!men!wrote!most!often!to!their!parents,!siblings,!and!often!to!close!friends,!and!yet!even!in!these!cases!a!sister!or!female!cousin!would!often!receive!a!disproportionate!share!of!the!soldiers’!correspondences.!!In!the!nineteenth!century!it!was!not!uncommon!for!men!to!have!longstanding!epistolary!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
212 Shawn Johansen, Family Men: Middle-Class Fatherhood in early Industrializing America 
(New York: Routledge, 2001), 9.  
213 Samuel C. Chase to Mrs. King, 24 April 1865, Cyrus and Dorcas King Collection, MEHS.   
214 William Clark Corson to Jennie, 18 February 1862, William Clark Corson Letters, VHS. 
Corson and Hill were married after the war. 
215 Abel H. Crawford to Rebecca A. Potts, 25 October 1863, Abel H. Crawford Letters, Tennessee 




216 Jared Andrus Abell to his cousin Hannah Abell, 8 March 1863, Jared Andrus Abell Letters, 
University of South Carolina, South Caroliniana Library (hereafter USC). 
217 Ibid, 11 April 1863.  




219 Edwin Pinckney Becton to his wife, 9 November 1862, Edwin Pinckney Becton Papers, DBC. 
220 Ibid, 14 December 1862.   
!!
97!!!from!home!and!how!a!woman!should!write!to!her!man!away!at!the!front!defending!hearth!and!homeland.!!“I!could!wish!that!your!letter!was!more!genial,!that!it!would!be!a!little!more!encouraging!than!it!was,!that!you!could!have!a!little!more!feeling,”!complained!George!Henry!Pettis!to!his!wife,!“but!as!you!are!not!capable!of!expressing!yourself!in!other!than!such!coarse!language,!you!are!not!to!blame.”221!To!a!modern!audience!such!words!smack!of!condescension,!yet!to!George!Henry!Pettis,!and!perhaps!even!to!his!wife,!the!tone!was!one!of!marital!duty!and!epistolary!honesty.!!Northern!soldiers!likewise!policed!the!boundaries!of!what!constituted!suitable!topics!for!both!female!audience!and!female!writers.!!After!delivering!a!lengthy!polemical!discourse!on!the!weighty!subjects!of!war,!civilization,!and!the!Constitution,!Colonel!Henry!Clark!Gilbert!stopped!himself!in!midFpassage!and!apologized!to!his!daughter!Lucy!for!bringing!up!subjects!that!he!felt!deemed!uninteresting!to!the!female!sex:!“I!forgot!that!I!was!writing!to!my!dear!loving!daughter,!a!young!lady!of!eighteen….If!I!could!write!any!thing!interesting!to!you!I!would!burn!this!up!&!try!again.”222!!Even!older!women!received!similar!treatment.!!The!mother!of!William!H.!Perry,!a!Virginian!artilleryman,!had!her!news!feed,!and!perhaps!even!her!intellectual!horizons,!curtailed!by!her!son’s!explicit!belief!that!women!would!have!no!gain!from!hearing!of!the!latest!war!news.!!After!informing!his!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
221 George Henry Pettis to his wife, 8 June 1863, George Henry Pettis Papers, Yale University, 
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library (hereafter YUB). 
222 Henry Clarke Gilbert to his daughter Lucy, 15 January 1863, Henry Clarke Gilbert Papers, 
DBC.  Apparently, Gilbert considered his musings on politics and war as ill-suited to a woman’s 
ears: “Men are nothing, lives are nothing, treasure is nothing, but the country, civilization, & 
progress are every thing….Let blood run every where & Death in every form decimate the people 
but let right prevail.” 
!!
98!!!mother!of!Confederate!losses!at!Gettysburg!–!“our!army!is!considerably!thinned!in!numbers”!F!Perry!halted!the!war!reporting.!!“But!enough!of!this!dull!subject,”!he!wrote,!“for!however!interested!in!such!matters,!they!are!quite!dull!I!know!in!letters.”!!Women,!he!suggested,!would!do!better!by!attending!to!what!he!calls!“the!little!domestic!ties!of!home”!which!meant!sending!a!steady!stream!of!news!regarding!“little!home!matters”!to!their!men!in!the!field.223!In!its!own!way,!the!insistence!with!which!men!pleaded!for!and!even!demanded!regular!reports!of!home!life!meant!that!men!could!still!intrude!upon!the!privacy!of!women’s!daily!lives!regardless!of!time!and!distance.!!“Maria,!tell!me!how!you!get!along!about!your!groceries,!flour!and!such!like.!!Give!me!all!the!particulars,”!wrote!Rezin!Kile,!an!Illinois!trooper,!to!his!wife.224!!His!Confederate!opponents!proved!Kile’s!equal!in!determination!to!keep!tabs!on!what!their!wives!were!doing!at!home.!!For!Corporal!Charles!Roberts!of!Mississippi,!the!marital!bond!created!an!obligation!for!full!disclosure!between!wives!and!husbands.!“I!don’t!want!you!to!omit!telling!me!Everything!in!your!letters,”!he!wrote!his!wife,!“for!between!us!there!should!be!no!secrets.”225!!Likewise,!an!officer!in!the!24th!Alabama,!Joel!H.!Puckett!spent!his!first!Christmas!season!in!the!service!convalescing!in!a!military!hospital.!!Even!in!his!weakened!condition!the!Alabaman!insisted!that!his!wife!report!every!detail!regarding!the!homestead:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
223 William Hartwell Perry, Jr. to his mother, 19 July 1863, William Hartwell Perry Letters, 
University of Virginia, Special Collections Library (hereafter UVA).   
224 Rezin Kile to his wife Maria, 22 September 1862, Rezin and Maria Kile Papers, Abraham 
Lincoln Presidential Library.  
225 Charles Roberts to his wife, 28 August 1863, Charles Roberts Collection, University of 
Mississippi, J. D. Williams Library, Special Collections (hereinafter UMWL).  Corporal Roberts 
served in the artillery corps of the Confederate Army of the Tennessee.  
!!
99!!! I!want!to!be!kept!posted!about!every!thing!thats!going!on!at!home!if!any!body!is!sick!I!want!to!know!it!all!the!work!and!particularly!about!the!stock.!!Make!them!fat!and!save!your!salt,!letters!written!to!you!of!course!is!for!you!&!Ma!I!could!write!either!of!you!8!pages!every!time!if!I!thought!it!necessary,!dont!you!fail!to!mention!every!thing!however!small.226!!!!Apparently!Puckett’s!wife!diligently!complied,!for!a!month!later!he!conveyed!his!approval!of!her!effort!to!live!up!to!his!epistolary!standards!and!demands.!!“Well!I!found!your!letter!as!usual,!very!interesting!and!well!written,”!wrote!Puckett.!“You!seem!to!try!to!think!of!everything.!!Thats!right.”227!!In!modern!parlance,!the!intense!supervision!of!Puckett,!Roberts,!and!Kile!borders!on!micromanaging.!!Hence,!even!with!their!husbands!physically!away!at!the!front,!wives!left!alone!to!manage!the!household!had!no!privacy!to!call!their!own.!!These!women!labored!under!the!epistolary!oversight!of!their!spouse.!!Letters,!then,!allowed!male!ownership!of!the!family!and!the!domestic!household!to!operate,!in!however!truncated!fashion,!across!the!miles!and!the!years!of!separation.!!Double!standards!applied.!!When!the!troops!ranted!and!raved,!they!expected!an!audience!at!home!to!hear!them!out.!!Yet!these!same!men!also!laid!judgment!on!such!philosophical!sermons!and!emotional!digressions.!!Too!much!emotion,!that!is!much!ado!about!nothing,!marked!one!as!effeminate.!!After!one!particularly!longFwinded!freeFflowing!musing,!something!that!nearly!all!soldierFwriters!were!prone!to,!a!volunteer!from!Maine!derided!his!own!composition!as!characteristic!of!how!women!write:!“This!is!a!pretty!long!scrawl!for!me!and!you!will!see!on!careful!perusal!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
226 Joel H. Puckett to his wife Mary “Molly” Puckett, 18 December 1861, Joel H. Puckett Papers, 
DBC.  




228 John Andrew Fox to his sister Feroline, 12 November 1863, Fox Family Papers, Series V, 
Massachusetts Historical Society (hereafter MHS). 
!!
101!!! fictitious!description!as!well!as!cognomen.!Be!it!known!unto!you!then,!this!individual!is!twentyFnine!years!of!age,!five!feet!and!eleven!inches!high,!dark!blue!eyes,!brown!hair,!and!light!(ruddy)!complexion.!There!you!have!it.!How!do!you!like!the!description?229!!Thus,!this!particularly!New!Yorker!demonstrated!both!rascality!and!virtue!in!his!epistolary!encounter!with!a!female!correspondent.!!!!As!much!as!it!allowed!for!romantic!overtures!and!exchanges!of!heartwarming!affection!and!sincere!devotion,!the!mail!equally!proved!a!readily!available!instrument!for!mischief,!deception,!and!pranks.!!!Not!every!soldier!who!wielded!the!pen!with!eloquence!did!so!with!honorable!intentions!towards!the!female!sex.!!!Examples!of!epistolary!high!jinks!and!scandalous!manipulations!abound!in!soldiers’!letters.!!A!Union!quartermaster!revealed!to!his!wife!how!he!covertly!foiled!the!unscrupulous!attempts!by!a!fellow!officer!to!seduce!a!woman!through!the!mail:!“While!I!am!writing!this!letter!he!lays!on!a!lounge!opposite!the!table,!reading!‘Great!Expectations,’!and!would!surely!kill!me!if!he!know!I!am!slyly!sitting!and!writing!right!opposite!him.”230!!Lyman!Blackington,!of!the!19th!Massachusetts,!played!a!cruel!prank!on!a!local!girl!and!swore!his!sister!to!not!reveal!the!details!of!how!he!pulled!it!off:!!!You!told!me!to!write!to!Louisa!Ralph.!!Jake!told!me!what!kind!of!a!girl!she!is!and!wished!me!to!write!and!so!just!for!devilment!I!have!written!to!her!a!“highFfaFluFtin”!letter…I!signed!my!name!Henry!Way,!an!old!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
229 Unknown soldier to “Hattie” 9 February 1864, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University Library, Special Collections.  Available online at 
http://spec.lib.vt.edu/cwlove/dearhattie.html. Accessed 28 August 2015. The soldier’s letter 
indicated that he served in the 11th New York Battery.  
230 Ferdinand Sophus Winslow to wife Wilhelmina, 26 November 1861, Ferdinand Sophus 




231 Lyman Blackington to his sister Hannah, 23 March 1862, Lyman and Jacob Blackington 
Papers, U.S. Army Military History Institute (hereafter USAMHI).  
232 Charles George to his wife Ellie, 25 February, 1863, cited in James G. Davis, ed.  “Bully for 
the Band!” The Civil War Letters and Diary of Four Brothers in the 10th Vermont Infantry Band: 
Charles George, Herbert George, Jere George, and Osman George (Jefferson, NC: McFarland 
and Company, Inc., 2012), 58.  The four George brothers - Herbert, Charles, Osman, and Jere - 




233 Cited in Thomas P. Lowry, The Stories the Soldiers Wouldn’t Tell: Sex in the Civil War. 
(Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books, 1994), 29.  Situated on a site overlooking the James and 
Appomattox Rivers, City Point served as U.S. Grant’s headquarters during the Siege of 
Petersburg during 1864-1865.  As the main depot center and supply port for the Army of the 
Potomac, the little town saw heavy traffic in humans and material goods, which no doubt 
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234 William Vermilion to wife Mary, 6 May 1863, cited in Donald C. Elder III, ed. Love Amid the 
Turmoil: The Civil War Letters of William and Mary Vermilion (Iowa City: University of Iowa 





235 Jacob A Blackington to sister Hannah, 10 November 1862, Lyman and Jacob Blackington 
Papers, USAMHI.  
!!
105!!!onwards.!236!!Like!generations!of!writers!before!them,!Americans!during!the!Civil!War!routinely!began!their!letters!with!declarations!of!good!health.!!For!example,!William!Batts!of!the!12th!Georgia!in!one!of!his!letters!wrote,!“Pa,!when!I!wrote!you!last!I!was!a!little!unwell!and…home!sick,!but!now!I!am!in!good!health.”237!!The!nearFconstant!presence!of!fatal!diseases!and!the!specter!of!sudden!injury!or!death!in!battle!imparted!a!deadly!earnestness!to!these!rhetorical!flourishes.!!The!belligerents!on!both!sides!had!daily!reminders!of!their!mortality!and!the!precariousness!of!their!epistolary!links!to!distant!friends!and!family.!!!Yet!for!various!reasons,!soldiers!also!sought!means!to!hide!sickness!or!injury!from!loved!ones.!!However,!to!successfully!pull!off!the!rouse!required!the!acquiescence!or!complicity!of!campmates.!!Wisconsin!soldier!Clement!Abner!Boughton!notified!his!family!of!a!fellow!who!“wrote!home!but!did!not!let!them!know!that!he!has!been!sick.”!!Boughton!went!along!with!the!deception:!“I!do!not!want!them![the!soldier’s!family]!to!find!out!any!thing!about!it!in!my!letters.”238!!For!similar!reasons,!Henry!Orendorff,!a!member!of!the!103rd!Illinois,!swore!his!brothers!to!secrecy!during!a!period!when!the!regiment!saw!intense!fighting!around!Atlanta!in!the!summer!of!1864.!!During!his!thirtyFfour!months!of!military!service,!Orendorff!sent!letters!home!at!a!rate!of!nearly!one!a!week.!!As!a!moneyFsaving!tactic,!he!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
236 William Decker, Epistolary Practices: Letter-Writing in America Before Telecommunications 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 23, 60.  
237 William Batts to his father, 18 January 1862, University of Georgia, Athens; Hargrett Rare 
Books and Manuscript Library (hereafter UGA). 
238  Clement Abner Boughton to his family, 3 August 1862, Clement Abner Boughton Papers, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; William L. Clements Library (hereafter UMCL). This was 
not the first time Boughton engaged in such deception.  In an earlier letter of 21 July 1862, 
Boughton stated to his family his policy of intentionally withholding worrisome news from the 
home front: “Bill W. is shaking with the ague. Don't say anything to his folks, I don't intend to 
write when anyone is sick, so as to have their folks worry about them.” 
!!
106!!!his!brothers,!also!in!the!service,!frequently!enclosed!in!a!single!envelope!multiple!letters!addressed!to!various!family!members!for!dissemination!within!their!intimate!social!circle.239!!Yet!he!forbade!his!brothers!from!circulating!one!particular!letter!in!order!to!spare!his!other!family!members!unnecessary!anxiety:!“Don’t!send!this!home!nor!don't!write!home!about!my!getting!that!scratch!on!the!knee!for!it!would!only!tend!to!make!them!uneasy.”240!!!Recipients!back!home!could!readily!imagine!that!soldiers!were!withholding!bad!news!about!injury,!illness,!and!death!from!them.!Soldiers!then!had!to!claim,!honestly!or!not,!that!they!were!truthful!correspondents.!!A!shortage!of!time!combined!with!the!prevalence!of!sickness!and!injuries!provided!a!convenient!excuse!for!why!some!soldiers!neglected!to!divulge!all!the!details!of!camp!life.!!“I!suppose!you!would!like!to!know!something!about!the!sick!boys,”!wrote!John!W.!Cleland!to!his!sister!back!home!in!Ohio.!“[Y]ou!seem!to!think!from!what!James![older!brother]!said!that!we!do!not!want!to!let!you!know!who!is!sick.!!we!cannot!think!of!every!one!that!is!grunting!round!every!time!we!write.”241!!In!contrast,!another!Union!soldier,!Charles!Brewster!reassured!his!sister!Mary!that!he!would!faithfully!keep!her!abreast!of!the!health!of!their!mutual!acquaintances!serving!in!the!unit.!!His!letter,!written!in!late!summer!of!1861,!suggests!the!prevalence!of!lethal!illnesses!in!the!army!camps,!news!of!which,!no!doubt,!gave!the!folks!at!home!plenty!of!reason!to!worry:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
239 William Anderson, ed.,“We Are Sherman’s Men”: The Civil War Letters of Henry Orendorff 
(Macomb, IL: Western Illinois University, 1986), 6. 
240 Henry Orendorff to John and William Orendorff, 21 August 1864, cited in Anderson 105.  
241 John W. Cleland to his sister, 23 November 1862, John W. Cleland Letter, Filson Historical 
Society (hereafter FHS).  Cleland served with the 111th Ohio Volunteer Infantry.  
!!
107!!! [W]e!have!had!another!funeral!this!afternoon…this!makes!the!sixth,!I!believe,!one!of!whome![sic]!is!buried!here!under!a!tree!in!full!view!of!the!camp,!and!speaking!of!this!makes!me!think!you!have!written!to!me!several!times!about!Fred!Wrights!being!sick,!and!I!have!written!to!you!as!often!that!he!is!not!sick….If!anybody!is!dangerously!sick!I!shall!let!you!know!but!as!for!paying!attention!to!such!stories!if!people!have!any!sense!they!will!not.242!!!!Far!removed!from!the!front,!and!separated!by!mail!service!that!sometimes!took!weeks!and!even!months,!Mary!Brewster!had!to!rely!on!her!brother’s!willingness!to!dispense!truthful!updates!on!the!health!and!safety!of!her!male!friends!and!family!members!in!the!camps.!!Civilians!like!her!could!only!ask!their!correspondents!to!remain!forthright!and!not!hold!secrets,!no!matter!the!consequences.!!!Relatives!at!home!could!read!between!the!lines,!and!eventually!learned!that!a!soldier!might!conceal!information!from!them!in!his!letters!and!could!even!deliberately!lie!to!them.!!Concealing!the!truth!did!not!equate!to!lying!in!a!letter,!but!soldiers’!relatives!neither!accepted!such!practices!nor!took!such!epistolary!ruses!lightly,!given!the!consequences!and!the!stakes!involved.!!Mary!“Dollie”!Vermilion!in!the!fall!of!1863!learned!that!a!family!friend,!Josephus!Hays,!had!hid!from!his!family!the!chronic!diarrhea!that!ultimately!killed!him:!!!His![Hay’s]!mother!told!me!that!the!manner!of!his!death!hurt!her!worse!than!his!death!itself…The!poor!fellow!lay!in!the!hospital!several!months.!!He!never!told!them!in!his!letters!that!he!was!much!sick!and!they!would!never!have!known!it!–!in!time!to!see!him!–!had!not!his!sister!in!Ills.!learned!the!truth,!by!some!means,!and!wrote!to!her!father!to!go!to!him.!!He!started!at!once,!and!a!few!days!after!they!got!a!letter!from!Josephus…saying!that!he!was!all!right,!and!able!for!his!ration.!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
242 Charles Brewster to Mary Brewster, 25 September 1861 in David Blight, ed., When This Cruel 
War Is Over: The Civil War Letters of Charles Harvey Brewster (Amherst: University of 




243 Mary Vermilion to William Vermilion, 10 November 1863, cited in Elder 260. 
244 Ibid. 
245 Joshua Calloway to Dulcinea Calloway, 29 July 1863 in Judith Lee Hallock, ed., The Civil 
War Letters of Joshua K. Calloway (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1997), 118. 
!!
109!!!soldier,!John!D.!Shank,!informed!his!relatives!of!his!penFpal!romance,!but!commanded!them!to!keep!the!secret!within!the!family:!!!i!dont!Want!you!to!let!eny!Body!See!this!letter.!!Nor!tell!eny!Body!a!bout!me!riten!to!eny!surten!one!Girll!–!the!girrel!i!ex!pect!to!have!for!my!Wief,!none!of!youns!could!ges!in!10!year.!!i!think!i!Can!git!her!if!i!live!to!git!home,!and!if!She!lives.246!!!Shank’s!letter!reveals!the!personal!stakes!involved!both!in!epistolary!courtship!and!in!surviving!the!war!long!enough!to!make!good!on!the!mutual!exchange!of!affections!conducted!through!the!mail.!!Sometimes,!though,!the!confessions!involved!lesser!risks,!but!soldiers!still!minded!what!people!thought!of!them!back!home.!!When!the!14th!South!Carolina!deployed!to!the!Confederate!capital,!Samuel!Lewers!Dorroh!cautioned!his!mother!about!sharing!his!observations!on!the!women!of!Virginia:!“Richmond!is!the!prettiest!place!I!ever!saw!and!the!most!great!big!fine!looking!women!I!ever!saw.!!I!never!saw!no!pretty!girls!before.!!Old!S.!C.!cant!hold!her!a!light,!but!you!need!not!tell!the!gals!about!there!that!I!said!so.”247!!Dorroh’s!mother!became!privy!to!at!least!one!aspect!of!her!son’s!wartime!experience,!but!in!all!probability!she!kept!the!secret!as!to!maintain!her!son’s!standing!with!the!young!eligible!women!in!their!neighborhood.!!On!many!other!occasions!confessions!dealt!with!far!more!serious!matters.!!One!Kentuckian,!dismayed!that!someone!had!opened!one!of!his!letters!during!its!transit,!proclaimed!that!he!had!nothing!to!fear!from!public!disclosure.!!As!he!put!it,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
246 John D. Shank to his family, 18 January 1863, cited in Edna Hunter, ed., One Flag, One 
Country, and Thirteen Greenbacks a Month (San Diego, CA: Hunter Publications, 1980), 55.  
Shank served with the 125th Illinois and at the time was stationed in Nashville, a major transit 
junction, which most likely aided his courting his mysterious pen pal.  
247 Samuel Lewers Dorroh to his mother, 28 April 1862, Samuel Lewers Dorroh Papers, USC.  
!!
110!!!“I!write!nothing!in!any!of!my!letters!that!I!am!ashamed!for!the!world!to!see.”248!!Few!soldiers,!North!or!South,!however,!could!make!the!same!claim.!!While!deployed!with!his!Connecticut!regiment!to!Florida,!Jared!Andrus!Abell!revealed!to!his!cousin!Hannah!the!shocking!details!of!his!recent!past!that!nobody!in!his!family!knew:!!!You!doubtless!recollect!the!manner!of!our!closing!correspondence!when!I!was!in!Wisconsin.!!Well!under!the!spur!of!the!moment!in!the!bitter!disappointment,!I!proposed!to!a!young!lady,!was!accepted.!!In!a!short!time,!she!was!the!bride!of!Death,!and!I!was!free!once!again.!!This!may!be!strange!to!you,!but!true.!!Very!few!of!my!friends!ever!know!the!circumstances.!!She!died!within!two!months!of!our!engagement.!!I!have!never!told!even!my!Mother!this,!and!I!trust!you!will!never!let!any!one!read!this,!or!acquire!any!information!through!you.!!Let!the!past!be!buried!in!oblivion,!and!let!us!look!to!the!future!and!enjoy!the!present.249!!As!Abell’s!story!exemplify,!men!found!it!possible!to!live!secret!lives!while!in!the!service,!though!some!felt!compelled!to!share!the!details!with!a!trusted,!and!often!female,!confidant.!!!Transgressions,!failings,!and!acts!of!indiscretion!and!poor!judgment!of!all!kind!pepper!the!letters!the!soldiers!sent!home,!often!with!injunctions!to!keep!mum!about!the!delicate!subject!described.!!When!the!5th!Maine!first!arrived!in!Washington!DC!in!the!summer!of!1861,!one!of!its!members,!Hiram!M.!Cash,!enthusiastically!reported!to!his!family,!“I!see!some!one!allmost!every!day!that!I!am!acquainted!with!belonging!to!other!regts.”250!!Two!years!later,!what!Cash!once!considered!an!asset!now!became!a!liability;!having!received!a!medical!diagnosis!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
248 Robert Winn to his sister Martha, 8 August 1863, Winn-Cook Family Papers, FHS.  
249 Jared Andrus Abell to his cousin Hannah Abell, 8 March 1863, Jared Andrus Abell Letters, 
USC.  
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252 Frank Vinaca to father, 28 December 1864, Francis E. Vinaca Papers, UMCL.  Vinaca’s letter 
of 12 January 1865 indicated that he let his sister in on his big secret; still, Vinaca reminded both 
his sister and father to let know one know of his application for transfer to a black regiment for “I 
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253 George W. Draper to his sister “Susie,” 8 January 1863, Norwich Collection, USAMHI.  
Draper’s letter of January 7 to Susie suggests that his family opposed his reenlistment: “Now do 




254 Ella Lonn gives desertion figures of 200,000 for the Union side and 104,000 for the 
Confederates.  These numbers represent one in seven enlistees for the North compared to one in 
nine for the South.  See Ella Lonn, Desertion During the Civil War (New York: The Century Co., 
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Leonard, Above the Battle: War-Making in America from Appomattox to Versailles (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1978), 16. For a case study of localized patterns of desertion, see Peter 
S. Bearman, “Desertion as Localism: Army Unit Solidarity and Group Norms in the U.S. Civil 
War,” Social Forces, 70, no. 2 (December 1991): 321-342. 
255 Michael Raysor to his wife Sallie, 20 August 1862, cited in Aaron Sheehan-Dean,  "’If It Was 
Not for You I Would Be Willing to Die’: The Civil War Correspondence of Michael and Sallie 
Raysor,” The Florida Historical Quarterly 86, no. 3 (Winter, 2008): 397.  
!!
113!!!Deserters.”256!!Besides!the!lasting!shame!and!social!stigma!that!came!with!the!act,!the!death!sentences!doled!out!to!deserters!served!as!a!deterrent!to!others!who!might!contemplate!the!same.!!Juniper!Waters,!of!the!8th!Kentucky,!wrote!to!his!wife!regarding!two!acquaintances!who!deserted!from!his!company.!!The!military!authorities,!he!informed!her,!“are!Sure!to!handle!them![the!two!men]!both!Rough!if!they!Catch!them!anymore.”!!Waters!then!implored!his!wife!to!save!these!two!men!from!the!firing!squad:!“[D]o!not!tell!this!to!anybody!else!but!be!Sure!to!tell!them!or!their!wives!So!they!may!hear!it!and!Come!back!to!Camp!and!not!be!Shot.”257!!Hence,!the!wives!of!these!three!men!not!only!knew!of!their!husbands’!misconduct,!but!also!became!accomplices!to!acts,!that!if!publicly!known,!would!disgrace!the!family!name!during!and!after!the!war.!!One!can!reasonably!assume!that!far!more!men!harbored!the!desire!to!desert!than!those!who!did!made!explicit!such!thoughts!in!their!letters!home.!!Those!who!desired!or!planned!to!desert!had!to!show!great!discretion!when!broaching!the!topic!in!their!letters,!usually!with!explicit!instructions!to!keep!the!secret!safe.!!Even!then,!disclosure!to!a!close!confidant,!usually!the!wife!of!the!soldier,!meant!that!the!information!could!never!see!the!light!of!day!during!one’s!own!lifetime!or!after!that!as!well,!less!it!damage!the!reputation!of!the!veteran!and!his!family.!!Richard!Henry!Brooks,!while!serving!with!the!51st!Georgia,!even!feared!what!would!happen!should!anyone!intercept!the!letter!exchanges!between!him!and!his!wife,!exchanges!which!contained!incontrovertible!proof!of!his!guilt.!!In!the!summer!of!1863,!Brooks!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
256 Bob Hill his sister Mary, 29 April 1864, John W. Hill Papers, DBC.  




258 Richard Henry Brooks to his wife Telitha E. Gresham, 25 July 1863 in Katherine S. Holland, 
ed. Keep All My Letters: The Civil War Letters of Richard Henry Brooks, 51st Georgia Infantry 
(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2003), 95.  
259 Ibid, 17 March 1864 in Holland 115.   
260 Charles Roberts to his wife, 3 May 1863, Charles Roberts Collection, UMWL.   
!!
115!!!here.”261!!The!combination!of!distance!and!boredom!proved!fertile!ground!for!mischief!and!temptations.!!Peter!F.!Clark,!a!Missouri!cavalryman!fighting!for!the!Union!side,!noted!in!one!of!his!epistles!the!corrosive!effects!of!camp!life.!!“I!am!in!the!army,”!he!wrote,!“but!I!trust!God!it![the!army]!will!never!have!the!demoralizing!affect!on!me!that!it!has!on!many!numbers!who!were!in!good!standing!as!church!members!at!home!and!who!are!now!swearing!like!sailors!and!drinking!like!bacchanalia.”262!!A!similar!testimonial!came!from!one!member!of!the!112th!New!York!who!informed!his!wife,!“Men!who!claim!to!be!respectable!at!home!use!language!in!camp!that!is!unfit!for!any!human!to!pronounce.”263!!!Military!life,!despite!all!its!restriction!and!regulations,!offered!plenty!of!opportunities!for!disreputable!behavior!of!every!kind.!!!Indeed,!Brian!J.!Rouleau,!in!his!study!of!camaraderie!among!sailors,!argues!that!in!an!environment!as!restrictive!and!hierarchical!as!a!ship!or!a!regimental!camp,!“drinking,!gambling,!and!whoring…the!traditional!paths!to!the!assertion!of!manhood,!took!on!added!meaning.”!!Put!another!way,!rowdy!and!rascally!conduct!operated!as!assertions!of!both!personal!agency!and!male!identity!in!occupations!that!“allowed!for!only!infrequent!opportunities!of!display,!and!often!only!displays!of!servility,!subordination,!and!obedience.”!264!!Yet,!these!social!infractions,!as!frequently!as!they!appeared!in!soldiers’!letters!and!diaries,!fell!by!the!wayside!in!Americans’!postwar!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
261 Henry A. Robinson to his wife, Henry A. Robinson Papers, IHS. The letter is undated letter 
but probably dates from October 1862 when Robinson and the 100th were in training camp. 
262 Peter F. Clark to Jane Clark, 14 January 1864, Peter F. Clark Papers, Missouri History 
Museum Library and Research Center (hereafter MHML).  
263 Orrin Sweet Allen to Francis “Frank” Allen, 18 November 1862, Orrin Sweet Allen Papers, 
VHS. 
264 Brian J. Rouleau, “Dead Men Do Tell Tales: Folklore, Fraternity, and the Forecastle,” Early 
American Studies 5, no. 1 (Spring 2007): 46. 
!!
116!!!historical!consciousness.!!One!expert!on!venereal!diseases!during!the!Civil!War!pointed!out!that!veterans’!memoirs!published!during!the!Gilded!Age!tended!to!omit!any!references!to!wartime!debauchery;!their!authors!intentionally!steered!public!memory!towards!a!belief!in!“the!spotless!morality!of!military!life.”265!!!The!actual!wartime!testimonials!painted!a!different!picture.!!The!wife!of!Jesse!Reid,!of!the!4th!South!Carolina,!knew!just!how!quickly!prostitution!established!itself!as!a!feature!of!men’s!wartime!adventures.!!In!June!1861!she!received!a!letter!from!her!husband!who!described!the!visits!by!prostitutes!to!camp:!“If!you!could!be!here!on!those!occasions!you!would!think!that!there!was!not!a!married!man!in!the!regiment!but!me.”266!!Along!similar!lines,!when!John!Knapp,!a!major!in!the!14th!Illinois,!divulged!to!his!father!the!petty!vices!of!a!fellow!soldier,!the!Union!officer!explicitly!asked!his!father!to!never!reveal!the!salacious!details:!!!M.!W.!of!Winchester…told!his!mother!he!would!not!gamble.!!!The!other!day!he!got!a!letter!from!home!and!his!mother!told!him!that!those!that!sent!so!much!money!home!must!have!won!it;!but!it!is!the!other!way.!!His!father!come!to!St.!Louis!to!see!him!and!gave!him!some!money;!I!don’t!know!how!much.!!He!drew!as!much!as!we!did!on!pay!day!and!sent!home!twenty!dollars.!!He!lost!all!he!kept!and!then!borrowed!some!and!lost!that,!so!that!is!the!way!with!us!boys![who]!won!so!much!money.!I!seldom!tell!tales!but!I!have!to!tell!this.!!Keep!it!secret.267!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
265 Lowry 4.  For examples of postwar memoirs that presented a sanitized version of the war, 
Lowry points to Kate Cummings’s A Journal of Hospital Life in the Confederate Army of 
Tennessee from the Battle of Shiloh to the End of the War (1866) and Carlton McCarthy’s 
Detailed Minutiae of Soldier Life (1882). Also of note, Colonel and later President James 
Garfield’s large collection of wartime letters was not published until 1964, under the title, The 
Wild Life of the Army (East Lansing, MI: Michigan State University Press, 1964). The subtitle 
was added by the editor, Williams Frederick, not Garfield himself. Despite its title, the book 
made no mention of gambling, drinking, or whoring.  
266 Jesse Reid to his wife, June 1861, cited in Lowry 32. 
267 John Sullivan Knapp to Nathan M. Knapp, 20 October 1861, Knapp Family Papers, USAMHI. 
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!!
120!!!army,!“I!suppose!whatever!you!may!know!of!intended!military!plans!of!operation!you!are!not!at!liberty!to!tell!your!friends.”271!!Her!common!sense!understanding!of!military!protocol!exceeded!those!of!the!men!in!uniform.!!Most!soldiers!had!an!appallingly!laissez!faire!attitude!bordering!on!insouciance!towards!any!notion!of!military!secrecy.!!Sensitive!details!about!ongoing!operations!appeared!frequently!in!letters!sent!home.!!The!more!astute!members!of!the!Civil!War!armies!did!show!a!consciousness!of!what!they!could!share!about!military!life!and!what!they!could!not.!!Lest!people!outside!the!family!and!particularly!the!enemy!should!intercept!his!sister’s!letters,!Confederate!lieutenant!William!C.!C.!Vaught!implored!her!to!be!“be!careful!what!you!say!–!Do!not!mention!anything!about!this!army…Do!not!mention!this!place!you!write!from.”272!!Likewise,!Henry!C.!Semple,!a!rebel!artillery!officer!stationed!near!Pensacola,!Florida!bragged!to!his!wife,!“The!men!at!the!fort!have!worked!like!beavers!and!now!the!fort!is!stronger!&!safer!than!it!ever!was.”!Yet!Henry!had!the!common!sense!to!know!that!his!account!of!Confederate!defensive!preparations!should!never!enter!into!the!public!realm.!!Rather!than!destroy!the!letter!he!added!a!word!of!caution!immediately!after!his!boast:!“You!must!not!permit!anyone!to!speak!of!anything!in!this!letter!as!coming!from!me!F!I!may!have!spoken!of!matters!not!intended!for!the!public.”273!!The!letters!of!some!soldiers!indicate!they!needed!authorization!to!discuss!certain!items.!!Confederate!James!W.!Harris!conscientiously!complied.!!In!the!early!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!
122!!!march!will!be!to!Fredericksburg!(this!is!a!secret)!which!we!shall!reach!probably!in!2!days!after!we!start!by!forced!marches.”!!Not!only!did!the!colonel!violate!military!directives!but!he!also!entrusted!his!wife!with!keeping!such!details!to!herself.!!In!a!letter!written!two!weeks!later!Teall!mentioned!that!“at!least!25000!troops!leave!Washington!this!morning!to!join!us!&!our!bridges!will!be!thrown!across!the!Rappahannock!9!miles!below!this!on!Thursday!next.”!!A!soldier!could!justify!such!indiscretions!by!pointing!to!the!delay!caused!by!the!letter’s!time!lag,!the!expected!interval!between!writing!and!receipt.!!Though!Teall!reminded!his!wife,!“This!my!dear!is!strictly!confidential,”!he!justified!his!courtFmartial!worthy!offense!in!such!terms:!“I!know!you!will!not!make!an!improper!use!of!it.!!However!in!the!delays!attending!the!transmission!of!our!mail!matter,!you!may!learn!of!it!through!the!public!prints!before!this!reaches!you.”278!!Still,!the!dangerous!habit!of!unguarded!talk!practiced!by!men!like!Teall!suggests!that!soldiers!could!not!be!trusted!to!exercise!selfFcensorship!when!conversing!by!the!mail!with!their!closest!confidants.!Perhaps!in!response!to!cases!where!epistolary!recipients!did!make!“improper!use”!of!letters!written!by!bored!or!careless!soldiers!from!the!front,!the!Union!high!command!in!August!1863!issued!General!Orders!No.!66!which!forbade!soldiers!from!giving!military!information!to!friends!or!to!the!public!press.279!!Yet,!as!Captain!John!F.!Irwin!of!the!149th!Pennsylvania!pointed!out!to!his!father!just!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
278 William W. Teall to his wife, 12 and 29 November 1862, William W. Teall Correspondence, 
TSLA.  Teall’s letter of 29 December 1862 revealed in detail the attack plans while reminding his 
wife he trusted her not publicize the information: “I will now tell you a secret. I know you will 
not divulge it before the proper time.  In the morning 1500 Cavalry under Averill will cross the 
ford above here & strike at once for Richmond & Petersburgh going entirely around them.”   
279 Virginia Matzke Adams, “Introduction,” Virginia Matzke Adams, ed. On the Altar of 
Freedom: A Black Soldier’s Civil War Letters from the Front, Corporal James Henry Gooding 





280 John F. Irwin to his father, 21 September 1863, John Fisher Irwin Papers, United States Army 
Military History Institute (hereinafter USAMHI).  
281 Isaac Little to his wife, 24 September 1862, Isaac Little Letters, FHS.  
!!
124!!! would!like!to!know!yourself!if!it!were!not!for!displaying!an!impertinent!curiosity.282!!Just!as!revealing,!in!chiding!his!sister!–!and!by!extension!all!women!F!Fox!expressed!his!annoyance!at!the!female!gender!for!being!fundamentally!nosier!and!more!prone!to!gossip!and!the!spilling!of!secrets,!all!of!which!he!found!to!be!“impertinent,”!that!is,!transgressing!the!norms!of!good,!respectable!behavior.!!!The!tales!and!incidents!soldiers!recounted!in!their!letters!indicate!that!they!themselves!committed!plenty!of!impertinent!acts!that!drew!unfavorable!attention.!!Camp!life,!for!better!or!worse,!generated!activities!that!became!the!subject!of!gossip,!should!any!particular!soldier!report!such!information!about!his!comrades!to!his!correspondents.!!At!its!most!basic!level,!gossip!was!readily!available!information!about!others,!though!the!subject!of!such!gossip!probably!wanted!such!information!to!remain!secret.!!!The!journalist!Gail!Collins!contends!that!“the!classic!form!of!gossip”!is!“unverified!information!about!a!person’s!private!life!that!he!or!she!might!prefer!to!keep!hidden.”283!!In!their!anthology!on!the!subject,!Kathleen!A.!Feeley!and!Jennifer!Frost!define!gossip!as!a!form!of!“private!talk.”284!!As!is!the!nature!of!gossip,!people!talked!about!the!foibles!of!others,!while!they!hoped!to!screen!information!about!themselves!so!that!they!did!not!become!the!subject!of!unfavorable!chatter.!!Patricia!Meyer!Spacks!points!out!the!“troubling!aspect!of!gossip!is!its!blurring!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
282 John Andrew Fox to his sister Feroline, 12 November 1863, Fox Family Papers, Series V, 
Massachusetts Historical Society (hereinafter MHS). 
283 Gail Collins, Scorpion Tongues: Gossip, Celebrity, and American Politics (New York: 
William Morrow 1998), 6. 
284 Feeley and Frost, 4.  This conception of privacy provides the foundational framework for their 
anthology, When Private Talk Goes Public: Gossip in American History (New York, NY: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
!!
125!!!lines!that!we!prefer!to!keep!distinct….One!can!never!know!quite!where!it!goes,!whom!it!reaches,!how!it!changes!in!transmission,!how!and!by!whom!it!is!understood.”285!!Along!similar!lines!Lane!argues!that!containment!of!falsehoods,!that!is,!curtailing!their!spread,!is!crucial!to!maintaining!some!sense!of!control!over!the!information!spread!about!oneself.!!“[A]t!least!once!the!gossip!is!localized,”!he!writes,!“it!is!possible!to!correct!the!most!egregious!misstatements.”286!!In!reality,!transmission!by!word!of!mouth!or!pen!and!paper,!facilitated!by!the!close!proximity!of!the!men!next!to!each!other,!made!it!difficult!to!localize!any!tidbit!of!news,!no!matter!how!outlandish!or!incredible.!!!Within!the!camps,!the!military!high!command!censored!neither!incoming!nor!outgoing!mail.!!Hence,!gossip,!among!other!kinds!of!information,!filled!the!letters!transiting!between!the!regiments!in!the!field!and!their!civilian!relations!back!at!home.!!Not!everyone!saw!this!fact!of!military!life!as!a!positive!virtue!or!even!a!necessary!evil.!!In!early!1865,!a!lieutenant!colonel!in!the!Army!of!Northern!Virginia!sought!to!justify!to!his!mother!the!“barrenness”!his!letters!by!proclaiming!his!refusal!to!participate!in!the!“loathsome”!activity:!!!I!don’t!think!my!letters!in!the!past!have!been!remarkable!for!the!amount!of!sensational!news!they!contained!and!in!future!perhaps!you!may!have!cause!to!grumble!at!their!barrenness!in!this!respect.!!I!have!been!so!disgusted!and!vexed!by!that!class!of!long!faced!newsmongers!and!sombre!visage!rumour!bearers!that!are!constantly!on!the!lookout!for!news....They!are!very!much!like!another!institution!of!the!army!and!scarcely!less!loathsome,!I!mean!vermin.!!It!seems!impossible!for!an!army!to!get!clear!of!either!entirely.287!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
285 Patricia Meyer Spacks, Gossip (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985), 6.  
286 Lane, 56. 
287 William Thomas Poague to his mother, 17 March 1865, cited in Monroe F. Cockrell, ed., 
Gunner with Stonewall: Reminiscences of William Thomas Poague (Jackson, TN: McCowat-




288 Spacks, Gossip, 4  
!!
127!!!home!to!you.”289!!Surrounded!nearly!at!all!times!by!social!acquaintances!and!family!members,!a!soldier’s!misconduct!and!private!vices!quickly!became!public!knowledge.!!Whether!or!not!such!scandalous!or!embarrassing!information!made!its!way!to!the!soldiers’!home!communities!depended!in!large!part!on!their!campmates’!proclivity!to!gossip!and!tattle!in!their!letters!home.!!!Soldiers’!habit!of!sharing!with!the!home!folks!all!the!details!of!their!adventures!in!faraway!places!often!involved!coverage!of!comrades’!amorous!deeds.!!When!his!unit,!the!3rd!U.S.!Colored!Troops!deployed!to!Jacksonville,!Florida,!Tillman!Valentine!faithfully!reported!to!his!wife!back!in!Pennsylvania!that!his!regimental!mates,!married!and!single!alike,!had!paired!up!with!the!local!free!black!women.!!“[A]ll!the!boys!has!girsl![sic],”!but!less!his!wife!suspected!him!of!infidelity,!he!assured!her,!“you!neade!not!think!that!i!have!any!galls![girls]!here!for!i!have!not!any…I!think!to![sic]!much!of!my!little!Children!for!that.”!!Ironically,!Sergeant!Valentine,!who!signed!off!as!“your!true!husband,”!deserted!his!Pennsylvanian!wife!and!children!and!married!a!Florida!native!at!the!end!of!the!war!without!having!divorced!his!first!wife.!290!!!Just!as!the!relatives!desired!for!stories,!scandalous!or!not,!from!the!front!lines!–!which!soldiers!generously!furnished!F!!the!troops!routinely!commanded,!begged,!and!pleaded!with!their!correspondents!to!write.!!Content!seemed!to!have!of!hardly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
289 Madison Bowler to Lizzie Bowler, 15 April 1863, cited in Andrea R. Foroughi, ed., Go If You 
Think It Your Duty: A Minnesota Couple’s Civil War Letters (St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Historical 
Society Press, 2008), 157.  Bowler had good reason to mind his conduct.  Like most Civil War 
units, Company F of the 3rd Minnesota was fairly homogenous; eleven other men from Bowler’s 
hometown served alongside him in Company F, and overall, some 70% of the company’s strength 
came from Dakota County alone. Foroughi, 26. 
290 Tillman Valentine to his wife Annie, 25 April 1864, cited in White, et. al., 186, 187. 
!!
128!!!mattered!as!long!as!loved!ones!kept!their!promise!to!maintain!contact!through!the!mail.!!One!Union!infantryman!wrote!back!from!Tennessee!to!his!wife!in!Kentucky,!“tell!mee!all!about!the!times!up!there.”291!!Another!bluecoat,!while!serving!in!Mississippi,!commanded!his!sister!to!“Write!more!regularly…long!letters!containing!all!the!news.”292!!!A!Tennessean!urged!his!correspondents!not!to!second!guess!themselves.!!As!he!explained!to!his!family:!!!![Y]ou!say!the!reason!you!did!not!write!is!that!you!thought!you!could!not!write!any!thing!that!would!give!any!body!any!satisfaction.!!I!cannot!write!any!thing!that!would!give!any!body!any!satisfaction!but!I!can!keep!begging!you!all!to!write!to!me.293!!!!To!have!everyone!write!to!him,!and!as!often!as!possible,!proved!all!that!this!particular!rebel!wanted.!!Most!soldiers,!however,!offered!guidelines!as!to!what!they!wanted!in!letters!from!loved!ones.!Countless!letters!from!camp!echoed!the!request!that!Paul!M.!Higginbotham,!of!the!19th!Virginia,!made!of!his!brother!Aaron,!“You!must!write!as!often!as!you!can,!and!let!me!know!how!all!are,!and!how!things!are!going!on!at!home,!and!in!the!neighborhood.”294!!Charles!S.!Brown,!of!the!21st!Michigan,!even!laid!out!the!specific!information!he!sought!from!the!neighborhood!grapevine:!“tell!me!all!the!minutiae!of!everything!all!I!hear!from!in!Flint...keep!me!posted!in!matters!&!things!about!town!who!is!married!or!dead!or!got!a!baby!or!has!any!body!been!murdered!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
291 Juniper Watters to Permela Waters, 22 May 1862, Watters-Curtis Family Papers, FHS.  
292 William H. Ball to his sister Lib, 13 August 1862, William H. Ball Collection, USAMHI.  
293 John F. Owen to his family, 23 December 1861, Owen Family Letters, Putnam County 
Archives, Tennessee. 
294 Paul M. Higginbotham to Aaron Higginbotham, date unknown but probably 1864, Paul M. 




295 Charles S. Brown to his sister, 25 May 1864, Jay Luvaas Collection, USAMHI. 
296 Frank L. Byrne, “Introduction,” Uncommon Soldiers: Harvey Reid and the 22nd Wisconsin 
March with Sherman, ed. Frank L. Byrne (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2001), xv. 
xviii. 
297 Rumors, Jason Phillips writes in his study of Confederate soldiers’ will to fight in the later 
years of the war, “offered soldiers an empowering channel, or grapevine, of 
expression….Whether true or false, news traveled far and fast because thousands corresponded 
with loved ones.” Jason Phillips, “The Grape Vine Telegraph: Rumors and Confederate 




298 Chartier, 15. Henkin also argues along similar lines: “In an era of widespread transition and 
dislocation, the posted letter became for many Americans a powerful symbol of personal 
continuity and a badge of membership in some distant network of personal relations.”  Henkin, 
120 
299 John D. Billings, Hard Tack and Coffee: The Unwritten Story of Army Life (Old Saybrook, 
CT: Konecky and Konecky LLC, 1888; reprint edition J. G. Press), 68.  Billings served with the 




300 Feeley and Frost, 8. See also Brian Rouleau’s work on folklore as a shared body of knowledge 
that allowed sailors to both air their misgivings and build a sense of community and belonging.  
Brian Rouleau, "Dead Men Do Tell Tales: Folklore, Fraternity, and the Forecastle," Early 
American Studies 5, no. 1 (Spring, 2007): 48, 57.  
301 William H. Ball to his brother, 17 June 1862, and to his sister, 21 June 1862, William H. Ball 
Collection, USAMHI.   
302 John H. Hill to his sister Mary Scott, 1 July 1863, John H. Hill papers, University of Texas at 
Austin; Dolph Briscoe Center for American History (hereinafter DBC). 
!!
132!!!whether!there!are!any!talk!of!any!of!the!girls!marying!or!not.”!!Most!tellingly,!by!the!passage’s!end,!Ray!had!commanded!his!sister,!mother,!and!aunt!to!all!write!to!him,!as!if!implicitly!acknowledging!that!his!female!relations!would!have!access!to,!and!would!share!willingly!with!him,!the!intimate!details!regarding!the!lives!of!the!local!citizenry,!and!especially!its!young!women.303!!!In!another!instance,!Confederate!James!W.!Harris,!responded!to!what!he!perceived!as!his!sister’s!selfFimposed!seclusion!from!society.!!He!rationalized!his!intervention!by!claiming!the!masculine!imperatives!that!took!him!away!to!war!and!yet!allowed!him!to!still!claim!an!authoritative!voice!in!her!personal!life:!!!Now!Dear!Sister!this!is!my!advice!to!you!and!perhaps!it!may!be!the!last!request!that!I!will!ever!make!of!you,!for!there!is!no!telling!what!day…if!not!through!sickness,!or!some!chance!bullet!from!our!enemy!may!carry!me!away!from!this!world!of!troubles,!no!doubt!you!will!think!strange!of!me!in!advising!you!but![you]!would!expect!something!new!from!the!wars,!but!I!feel!it!my!duty!to!do!so,!and!perhaps!this!will!be!the!only!chance!I!will!ever!have.!304!!!Her!fault,!as!he!as!he!told!her,!was!that!“you!never!leave!the!house!to!visit!any!body!and!no!one!to!tell!you!what!is!transpiring!in!town.”!!Harris!had!a!personal!stake!in!his!sister’s!social!life,!or!lack!thereof,!for!as!he!put!it,!“I!would!like!to!hear!all!that’s!going!on!about!our!little!Town!and!what!changes!has!taken!place!Since!I!left[.]”305!!!Hence,!Harris’!affection!for!his!sister!and!his!selfFinterest!in!maintaining!membership!in!the!social!circle!dovetailed!neatly.!!He!discharged!his!sense!of!brotherly!duty!by!urging!her!to!venture!more!into!society;!yet!his!admonishment!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
303 John B. Ray to his sister Martha, 18 June 1863, John B. Ray Papers, DBC.  
304 James W. Harris to his sister, 18 July 1861, Harris Family Letters, University of Alabama, 
Tuscaloosa; W.S. Hoole Special Collections Library (hereinafter UAL).  




306 Charles Brewster to his Aunt Lu, 3 September 1861, and to his mother, 21 November 1863, in 
Blight 10, 268.  
307 Cited in Thomas E. Rodgers, “Civil War Letters as Historical Sources,” Indiana Magazine of 
History 93, no. 2 (June 1997): 105. 
!!
134!!!declaration!belies!many!soldiers’!ambivalent!attitude!towards!the!practice!of!gossip.!!The!Civil!War!placed!large!numbers!of!men!together!in!longFterm!regimental!and!camp!communities.!!The!men!naturally!gossiped!among!themselves,!but!in!their!letters,!they!rarely!ever!admitted!they!indulged!in!the!practice,!fearing,!as!Andrea!Friedman!has!pointed!out,!that!such!chatter!would!make!them!look!effeminate.308!!Gossip!often!has!female!connotations;!men!discuss!but!women!gossip.!!Indeed,!the!low!social!and!informational!value!assigned!to!gossip!arises!in!part!from!its!exclusive!association!with!women,!according!Kimberly!Wilmot!Voss.309!!The!first!known!instance!of!a!man!assigning!feminine!(and!thus,!negative)!traits!to!gossip!dates!back!to!Dr.!Johnson’s!1755!dictionary,!which!defined!a!gossiper!as!“One!who!runs!about!tattling!like!women!at!a!lying!in.”310!!“Popular!understandings!of!gossip!continue!its!negative!association!with!women’s!talk,”!writes!Feeley!and!Frost.!!However,!the!historical!evidence,!they!contend,!shows!that!“both!women!and!men!engaging!in!the!practice!of!gossip!in!equal!measure.”311!!!The!soldiers!of!the!Civil!War!more!or!less!demonstrated!unequivocally!the!veracity!of!Feeley!and!Frost’s!claim,!though!bluecoats!and!rebels!alike!tended!to!shy!away!from!saying!so!in!outright!terms.!!“I!wish!to!mention!I!had!a!letter!from!a!friend!who!gives!me!all!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
308 Andrea Friedman, “When Private Talk Goes Public: Gossip in American History,” 
Organization of American Historians Annual Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri; 18 April 2015.  For 
more on how men’s participation in gossip delegitimizes them in the political sphere, see 
Friedman, “The Smearing of Joe McCarthy: The Lavendar Scare, Gossip, and Cold War 
Politics,” When Private Talk Goes Public: Gossip in American History, Kathleen A. Feeley and 
Jennifer Frost, eds., (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 203-224. 
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Journalists in the 1950s and 1960s,” When Private Talk Goes Public: Gossip in American 
History, ed. Kathleen A. Feeley and Jennifer Frost (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 
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310 Feeley and Frost, 4.  




312 James E. Love, to Molly Wilson, 22 August 1862, James E. Love Papers, Missouri History 
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War Soldiers (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1998), 3.  
317 Harari, 190. 
!!
137!!!and!stifle!their!doubts.”318!!Manhood,!according!to!Joe!L.!Dubbert,!rested!on!the!ability!to!acquire!and!rise!up!through!the!social!ranks;!such!ruthless,!singleFminded!pursuit!of!social!mobility!did!not!cultivate!sentimentality,!“a!symptom!of!weakness!that!manly!men!avoided.”319!!Thus,!while!soldiers!like!Probst!professed!on!paper!their!deepest!feelings,!such!admissions!of!vulnerability!came!with!reminders!to!keep!these!matters!private,!less!they!endanger!the!soldier’s!masculine!image!within!his!social!network.!!!!The!dominant!constructions!of!manhood!in!antebellum!America!circumscribed!the!range!of!sentiments!American!men!could!freely!express!in!public.!!However,!with!private!letters,!men!revealed!both!an!expansive!palette!of!emotions!and!the!literary!ability!to!articulate!clearly!these!feelings.!!Indeed,!Karen!Lystra’s!analysis!of!nineteenth!century!American!love!letters!demolishes!the!stereotype!of!the!tightFlipped,!repressive,!emotionally!unexpressive!Victorian!male.!!Writes!Lystra,!“The!evidence!of!love!letters!suggests!that!both!sexes!generally!accepted!the!private!range,!depth,!and!intensity!of!men’s!feelings!as!normal.”320!!According!to!Lystra,!the!prevailing!cultural!norms!of!Victorian!America!encouraged!men!to!commit!to!paper!their!declarations!of!affection!and!longing!for!their!girlfriends,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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lifted when the person writing could count on the discretion of his or her addressee.” Lystra 
argues that the exclusivity and significance attached to private communications arise only 
because such correspondence and expressions could occur only out of the public light; see Lystra, 
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!!
141!!! Soldiers!acquired!these!domestic!skills!precisely!because!in!their!peacetime!lives!the!presence!of!a!mother,!sister,!or!wife!guaranteed!the!provision!of!these!necessary!services.!!Once!removed!from!these!sources!of!unpaid!female!labor,!soldiers!had!to!prepare!their!own!meals!and!mend!and!wash!their!own!clothes.!Those!soldiers!less!talented!or!with!more!money!could!outsource!these!tasks.!!Charles!Roberts,!a!Confederate!artilleryman,!happily!informed!his!wife!that!he!had!“drawn!a!pair!of!pants!from!the!Quarmaster’s!Department.”!!However!he!had!to!“send!them!out!in!the!country!tomorrow!to!be!fixed!up,”!since!as!he!put!it,!“I!have!no!genius!for!tailoring.”!!Roberts’!text!suggest!that!his!seamless!transition!from!his!mother’s!household!care!to!that!of!his!wife!meant!he!had!no!incentive!then,!and!no!ability!now,!to!mind!his!laundry:!“If!I!had!not!married!so!early!in!life!I!should!have!acquired!some!skill!in!sewing!on!buttons!and!patching!clothes.”332!Those!soldiers!who!did!master!these!“feminine”!chores!had!a!tendency!to!brag!and!publicize.!333!!The!boasting!began!even!before!the!actual!fighting!commenced.!!A!Mississippian!deployed!to!northern!Virginia!in!the!summer!of!1861!reported!that!“we!Boys!have!got!to!be!very!good!cooks!&!washers!&!nice!house!kepers!we!keep!ower!tents!clean!&!ower!yards!swept!clean.”!!The!rebel!seemed!eager!to!have!his!female!correspondent!pass!along!the!news!of!his!“soldiery!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
332 Charles Roberts to his wife, 3 May 1863, Charles Roberts Charles Roberts Collection, 
University of Mississippi, J.D. Williams Library, Special Collections (hereinafter UMWL).  
333 As John Lynn points out, in the early modern period soldiers who took on chores such as 
washing clothes risked ridicule.  Such tasks were relegated entirely to the numerous female camp 
followers whose hard labor was vital to the operations of the armies.  During the course of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the state gradually assumed control over the logistical 
functions performed by these women.  By the nineteenth century, the professional state armies of 
the Union and Confederacy generally forbade women from living in the regimental camps, or 
limited such women only to the wives of officers.  Hence, essential everyday tasks like cooking 
and cleaning fell entirely on the soldiers themselves.  See Lynn, 1, 55. 
!!
142!!!appearance”:!“you!must!speak!a!good!word!for!me!for!I!think!I!will!make!the!Best!housekeeper!in!the!world.”334!!Other!soldiers!openly!proclaimed!the!superiority!of!the!male!sex!in!carrying!out!these!vital!chores.!!“I!washed!one!and!a!half!dozen!of!shirts!and!drawers,!soled!and!heeled!4!pair!of!boots!and!done!my!cooking!besides,”!a!Union!private!declared!to!his!wife,!“I!think!that!will!beat!you!women!all!to!pieces.”335!!Having!done!“a!washing,!ironing!and!drying!all!in!a!day,”!William!Ball!rhetorically!asked!his!sister,!“Smarter!than!a!woman,!ain’t!I?”336!Another!volunteer!recruit!presumed!that!a!few!years’!worth!of!camp!life!had!rendered!the!men!superior!to!women!when!it!came!to!domestic!housekeeping.!!“I!tell!you!we!are!COOKS!now,”!declared!Clement!Abner!Boughton!Perhaps,!“I!could!learn!the!Wisconsin!girls!something!about!COOKING,!especially!by!a!camp!fire.”337!Margaret!R.!Higonnet!and!Patrice!L.!R.!Higonnet!offer!in!their!influential!article,!“The!Double!Helix,”!a!framework!for!understanding!why!soldiers!boasted!of!their!housekeeping!prowess!while!bidding!their!confidants!to!keep!secret!the!true!extent!of!their!men’s!emotional!life.!!Wartime,!the!Higonnets!argue,!can!induce!“a!realignment!of!social!territory.”338!!Living!in!housing!conditions!with!few!if!any!women!around,!men!like!William!Ball!and!Clement!Abner!Boughton!found!themselves!occupying!social!and!labor!roles!typically!assigned!to!female!members!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
334 H. A. Stephens to his Elizabeth C. Lofton, 13 July 1861, John Guy Lofton Collection, UMWL. 
335 William Wallace to his wife Sarah, 5 February 1862, William Wallace Papers, Wisconsin 
Historical Society.  Wallace served in the 3rd Wisconsin.  
336 William H. Ball to his sister Lib, 21 June 1862, William H. Ball, USAMHI.  Ball served with 
the 5th Wisconsin Battery.  
337 Clement Abner Boughton to Boughton family, 3 February 1863, Clement Abner Boughton 
Papers, University of Michigan, Clements Library (hereinafter UMCL).  
338 Margaret R. Higonnet and Patrice L. R. Higonnet, “The Double Helix,” Behind The Lines: 
Gender and the Two World Wars, Margaret Randolph Higonnet, et. al. (New Haven, CT: Yale 




339 Ibid., 41. 
340 As Margaret R. Higonnet and Patrice L. R. Higonnet, write of gender relations during the 
World Wars, “Even when material conditions for women differ after the war, the fundamental 
devaluation of the tasks assigned to them remains.”  Higonnet and Higonnet, 35. 
!!
144!!!discovered!the!veracity!of!what!Union!colonel!Thomas!Wentworth!Higginson!noted!during!the!war,!that,!“What!is!called!military!glory!is!a!fitful!and!uncertain!thing.!!Time!and!newspapers!play!strange!tricks!with!reputations.”341!!The!Richmond!newspapers,!according!to!Bryan,!played!a!mean!trick!on!him,!for!in!their!accounts!of!Gettysburg,!they!lavished!unwarranted!praise!on!the!Virginian!units!at!the!expense!of!regiments!like!his!own.!!Wrote!an!irate!Bryan,!!I!see!the!Richmond!papers!gave!all!the!credit!of!the!hard!fighting!in!the!Centre!to!Pickett’s!Division!of!Virginians,!a!more!cowardly!set!of!fellows!never!disgraced!our!uniform….When!the!Secret!history!of!the!war!is!Known,!then!we!will!get!justice!I!hope.342!!!Bryan’s!complaint!suggests!two!sides!to!the!war,!the!public!news!that!everyone!knew,!and!the!“Secret!history”!of!the!war!that!only!men!like!himself!had!known.!!In!the!least,!by!transmitting!to!his!social!circle!his!version!of!what!happened!at!Gettysburg,!this!particular!rebel!created!a!dissenting!voice!against!what!he!perceived!as!an!unfair,!and!incomplete,!public!narrative,!even!if!only!a!few!of!his!friends!and!associates!should!ever!know!of!it.!!Men!like!Bryan!who!served!in!the!very!public!capacity!as!soldiers!saw!the!lack!of!public!attention!as!demoralizing!and!a!sign!of!ingratitude!and!injustice.!!In!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
341  Cited in Louis P. Masur, ed., The Real War Will Never Get into the Books: Selections from 
Writers During the Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 187.  The quote 
originally appeared in Thomas Wentworth Higginson, “Regular and Volunteer Officers,” Atlantic 
Monthly 14 September, 1864: 348-357.  Besides his articles in the Atlantic Monthly, Higginson 
had two other notable claims to fame.  He commanded the 1st South Carolina Volunteers, the first 
federally organized black regiment, from 1862-1864.  After the war, he helped publish the works 
of the poet Emily Dickinson.  
342 Council Bryan, letter of 22 July 1863, cited in Zack C. Waters and James C. Edmonds, A 
Small but Spartan Band: The Florida Brigade in Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia (Tuscaloosa: 
University of Alabama Press, 2010), 86.  Though only a captain at the time, Bryan assumed 





343 In her letter of her letter of 13 October 1863 Sarah Wakeman informed her parents that she 
spent the morning with Henry Austin and Perry Wilder, two friends known within the family 
circle.  Wakeman’s letter of 15 January 1863 contains a similar reference. See Lauren Cook 
Burgess, ed., An Uncommon Soldier: The Civil War Letters of Sarah Rosetta Wakeman, alias 
Private Lyons Wakeman, 153rd Regiment, New York State Volunteers, 1862-1864 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1996), 23, 49.  
!!
146!!! The!memoirs!of!veterans!helped!shape!how!Americans!in!the!Gilded!Age!and!beyond!recalled!and!remembered!about!the!Civil!War.!!As!Yuval!Harari!has!noted,!the!turn!of!the!nineteenth!century!saw!the!rise!of!not!only!literate!armies!but!also!a!greater!voice!for!the!lowly!grunts!who!could!shape!the!public!discourse!on!war!through!their!personal!reminiscences.!!Writes!Harari,!“[F]or!the!first!time!common!soldiers!could!compose!alternative!war!narratives!of!personal!experiences!–!and!expect!these!narratives!to!be!published!and!read.”344!!Yet!Civil!War!veterans’!postwar!narratives!contributed!to!a!version!of!public!memory!that!sometimes!erased!or!downplayed!significant!aspects!of!their!wartime!experience.!!For!example,!Daniel!H.!Sawtelle,!of!the!8th!Maine,!openly!admitted!to!his!sister!Sophronia!his!feelings!of!despondency!and!bitterness!during!his!unit’s!tour!of!duty!in!South!Carolina!during!June!1863.!!His!words!to!her!at!the!time!contained!an!undeniable!suggestion!that!he!contemplated!suicide:!!!I!will!tell!you!the!truth.!!I!am!not!decided!what!course!to!pursue.!!Sometimes!I!get!to!thinking!and!it!makes!me!almost!craizy![sic].!If!we!should!be!called!into!battle!at!such!times!I!should!soon!find!a!way!to!end!all!such!trouble.!!Had!we!gone!into!battle!up!to!Charleston!as!I!was!in!hope!we!should,!you!would!have!never!see!me!again….345!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
344 Harari, 144, 190.  
345 Daniel W. Sawtelle to his sister Caroline, 23 April 1863, cited in Peter H. ed. Buckingham, 
All’s for the Best: The Civil War Reminiscences and Letters of Daniel W. Sawtelle, Eighth Maine 
Volunteer Infantry (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 2001), 234-235.  Since its 
mustering, the 8th Maine suffered from persistent and enervating infighting within its officer 
ranks, a factor which no doubt contributed to the low morale among the troops like Sawtelle.  For 
a case study of the long-term effects of war-induced traumatic stress on an individual regiment, 
see Leslie J. Gordon, A Broken Regiment: The 16th Connecticut’s Civil War (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 2014).  Similar works include Eric T. Dean, Jr., Shook Over 
Hell: Post-Traumatic Stress, Vietnam, and the Civil War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1999) and Michael C. C. Adams, Living Hell: The Dark Side of the Civil War (Baltimore, 
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347 Ibid., 54-55. For a discussion on the psychological stress suffered by Civil War soldiers and 





348 David Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge, MA: 






349 Thomas Cardoza, for one, positions his work, Intrepid Woman: Cantinières and Vivandières 
of the French Army (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2010) as an explicit 
repudiation of the “widespread idea that women’s participation in war is something new to the 
twentieth century.” The perception that nineteenth-century women were on the periphery of 
military history, he writes, “is not just misguided; it is patently false.” Cardoza, 4. 
!!
150!!!transgressions!forced!her!family!to!hide!her!correspondence!from!public!view.!!Indeed,!the!issue!of!gender!figures!prominently!into!the!practice!of!letter!writing!and!the!management!of!privacy!by!Civil!War!soldiers.!!With!the!exception!of!several!hundred!women!like!Wakeman!who!fought!in!disguise!as!men,!nearly!all!soldiers!were!men.!!While!the!home!front!readership!included!both!genders!of!various!ages,!soldiers!usually!trusted!epistolary!confessions!and!secrets!to!sweethearts,!wives,!and!a!few!other!close!female!figures.!!While!the!men!some!times!intentionally!shielded!their!female!relatives!and!love!interests!from!knowledge!about!the!horrors!of!war,!paradoxically!these!women!constituted!the!only!ones!whom!the!soldiers!entrusted!with!such!knowledge.!!That!male!soldiers!felt!comfortable!making!these!personal!revelations!to!their!female!contacts!meant!that!these!women!knew!some!of!the!most!sensitive!details!regarding!the!private!lives!of!men!at!war.!!Their!own!testimonies!indicate!that!men!did!not!always!prove!themselves!as!macho,!tough,!patriotic,!brave,!and!virtuous!as!postwar!commemorations!would!like!to!believe.350!!In!reality,!the!men!needed!and!sought!to!confide!both!their!individual!experiences!and!their!sensitivities!and!emotional!responses!to!the!war;!to!fulfill!that!need,!the!soldiers!often!looked!not!to!other!men,!but!to!women!who!then!became!coFowners!and!secretFsharers!of!their!soldiers’!inner!thoughts.!!Letter!writing!showed!just!far!entrenched!the!cult!of!domesticity!and!sentimentality!had!become!a!male!virtue.!!!Nineteenth!century!norms!allowed!a!broad!sweep!of!masculine!practices,!as!Broomall!has!pointed!out!in!his!study!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
350 Lowry points out that when veterans sought to turn their wartime writings into published 
manuscripts, they deliberately left out the more salacious bits.  “The soldier himself, now a 
respected citizen and veteran, was quick to blue-pencil the scandalous reality of his past before it 




351 Broomall, 273. 
352 Stephen M. Frank, Life with Father: Parenthood and Masculinity in the Nineteenth Century 
North (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 2.  Nancy Grey Osterud also 
criticizes the rigidity of the separate spheres concept by emphasizing the common culture shared 
by both women and men; she argues that “some women sought mutuality in cross-gender 
relationships rather than retreating into a separate women’s culture.”  Osterud, Bonds of 
Community: The Lives of Farm Women in Nineteenth-Century New York (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1991), 9.  
353 Tillman Valentine to his wife Annie, 25 April 1864, cited in Jonathan W. White, Katie Fisher, 
and Elizabeth Wall, “The Civil War Letters of Tillman Valentine, Third U.S. Colored Troops,” 
The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 139, no. 2 (April 2015), 184-185.  
Valentine’s letters constitute one of the few surviving collections written by an African-American 
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Policy, Publication P-78-3 (Cambridge: Harvard University; 1978), 11. 
356 Indeed, the political revolutions in the Atlantic world in the late eighteenth century challenged 
the long-standing government policy of reading people’s private letters. The French 
revolutionaries of 1789 took seriously the issue of postal surveillance by the national authorities. 
According to Daniel R. Headrick, “In the cahiers de doleances (notebooks of grievances) 
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of our Most Contested Right (Boston: Bacon Press, 2009), 3-17 
359 Wayne E. Fuller, Morality and the Mail in Nineteenth-century America (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 2003) 2.  The law in the early Republic provided the death penalty for the crime of 
mail theft, yet according to Wesley Everett Rich, “Robberies of the mail were not infrequent, 
especially in the South.” See Rich, The History of the United States Post Office to the Year 1829 
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Bobbs-Merrill, 1943), 201. 
369 Thomas Speed to his parents, 4 July 1864, Thomas Speed Letters, FHS. 
370 Joseph Hotz to his wife, 8 November 1864, Joseph Hotz Letters, Indiana Historical Society 
(hereafter IHS). 
371 Robert Winn, to his sister Martha, 8 August 1863, Winn-Cook Family Papers, FHS. 
!!
159!!!“some!of!the!boys![who]!says!that!all!the!letters!are!opened!at!the!office.”372!!James!E.!Love!described!the!“great!excitement”!that!overtook!the!camp!when!the!authorities!caught!a!man!“who!had!been!robbing!the!mails!of!our!letters!&!dispatchs.”!!The!punishment!the!angry!soldiers!wanted!to!exact!upon!the!culprit!suggests!the!value!of!the!mail!to!these!men.!“[I]t!was!with!difficulty!the!officers!rescued!him!from!being!Lynched!as!it!was!he!was!very!badly!used!–!between!brickbats!sticks!&!fat!pork!–!had!a!hard!time,”!according!to!Love.373!!!Sometimes!the!personnel!problem!arose!from!within!the!very!ranks!of!the!regiment.!!Joseph!Milton!Foster,!of!the!37th!Massachusetts,!described!to!his!parents!the!fate!that!befell!a!soldier!caught!stealing!the!regimental!mail:!!!Well!I!must!tell!you!of!a!little!instance!that!happened!the!other!day!or!the!other!knight.!!Thare!was!a!Man!from!our!Co.!catched!a!Robbing!the!male!the!other!knight…[H]e!had!robed!the!male!three!times!and!that!he!had!taken!$2.25!Dollars!and!they!got!a!big!board!and!rote!on!it.!!They!Wrote!‘I!am!a!contemptable!thief.!I!robed!the!Regamental!male[‘]!and!they!put!it!on!his!back!and!marched!him!threw!ever!Streat!in!the!Regt.!with!that!on!his!back!and!if!we!dident![s]hoot!him.!I!wouldnent!say!so!but!I!must!close.374!!!!The!eager!volunteers!of!1861!marched!off!to!the!battlefront!just!as!envelopes!came!into!common!use.!!Up!until!then,!writers!folded!the!paper!into!thirds!and!sealed!the!letter!with!wax!even!though!this!meant!that!portions!of!the!letter!lay!exposed!to!the!carriers!involved!in!the!delivery.!!!Either!method,!according!to!Lane,!provided!some!measure!of!security.!!“Once!a!letter!was!sealed!with!wax!or!in!one!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
372 Isaac Little to his wife, 24 September 1862, Isaac Little Letters, FHS.  
373 James E. Love to Molly Wilson, 15 August 1861, James E. Love Papers, Missouri History 
Museum Library and Research Center (hereafter MHML). 
374 Joseph Milton Foster to his parents, 22 April 1864, Joseph Milton Foster Letters, University of 




375 Lane 24.  
376 Wiley, Johnny Reb 196; see also William Decker, Epistolary Practices: Letter-Writing in 
America Before Telecommunications (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 59.  
377 Charles Brewster to his mother, 22 July 1862, cited in David Blight, ed., When This Cruel War 
Is Over: The Civil War Letters of Charles Harvey Brewster (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1992), 174.  Sutlers carried a wide range of consumer goods, from alcohol 
and tobacco to shady medical remedies and epistolary supplies. See Thomas A. Lord, Civil War 
Sutlers and Their Wares (New York: Thomas Yoseloff, 1969), 38-46.  The effort and risk 
involved in transporting and selling commodities near the front lines made it reasonable for the 
sutlers to mark up their prices.  Still, the soldier-customers perceived such prices as exorbitant, 
unjustifiable, and unscrupulous.  Writes Lord, “If there was any one class of men the soldiers 
disliked more than any other, that was the sutlers.” Lord 30.   
!!
161!!!trouble,!for!the!locals,!starved!for!news!and!gossip,!saw!the!open!letter!bags!as!fair!game.378!Indeed,!curiosity!and!boredom!made!every!letter,!even!the!ones!without!money,!vulnerable.!!For!most!soldiers,!camp!life!consisted!of!long!stretches!of!inactivity!punctuated!by!brief!moments!of!sheer!terror.!!“Camp!is!certainly!a!monotonous,”!admitted!Kentuckian!Thomas!Speed!to!his!parents.379!!Soldiers!routinely!complained!of!inactivity!and!apologized!to!their!readership!for!the!lack!of!anything!interesting!to!write!about.!!“I!am!sorry!I!have!no!news!of!interest!to!communicate!to!you,!but!our!life!in!camp!is!so!very!monotonous,!so!little!transpires,!that!we!have!to!write!our!thoughts!only,”!wrote!George!W.!Landrum!to!his!female!correspondent.380!!The!boredom,!as!much!as!the!rigors!of!war,!seemed!to!push!the!men!to!their!limits.!!“Everything!is!dull!beyond!endurance,”!griped!one!Confederate.!!“Every!theme!of!conversation!has!been!exhausted.”381!!In!an!environment!short!on!amusement!and!fresh!reading!materials,!other!people’s!private!letters!became!fodder!simply!for!their!entertainment!value.!!Though!divided!by!politics!and!geography,!Northern!bluecoats!and!Southern!rebels!alike!often!showed!a!common!disregard!for!the!sanctity!of!private!correspondence.!!Camp!mates!not!only!peered!over!one’s!shoulders!and!reported!on!one’s!deeds!and!misdeeds,!they!also!routinely!opened!unclaimed!letters!addressed!to!absent!regimental!members.!!To!preclude!his!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Warfare from the Middle Ages to the Present (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1994).  
392 Cited in Robert J. Trout, With Pen and Saber: The Letters and Diaries of Jeb Stuart’s Staff 
Officers (Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books, 1995), 21.  Indeed, souvenir hunting contributed 
to the Union defeat at Manassas Junction in July 1862; at one section of the field Union soldiers 
successfully drove off the Confederates defenders and then stopped to pick up souvenirs, thus 
allowing the rebels to regroup and counterattack. 
!!
165!!! Hairston’s!choice!of!words,!“Everything!they!might!possibly!need,”!grossly!underestimated!his!fellow!soldiers’!voracious!appetite!for!writing!materials.!!On!the!first!day!of!the!Battle!of!Shiloh!in!April!1862!the!Confederates!surprised!and!successfully!drove!Union!forces!from!their!encampment!along!the!Tennessee!River.!!!An!Ohio!soldier!who!survived!the!onslaught,!Enos!P.!Brobson,!recalled!that!the!rebels!“came!on!us!so!quick!that!we!hadent!time!to!get!any!thing!out!of!our!Camp,”!and!noted!that!the!attackers!“ransacked!every!thing!we!had![and]!took!all!of!our!writing!paper.”393!!According!to!Wiley,!“Every!Southern!victory!was!followed!by!a!flood!of!letters!home!written!on!elegant!paper!decorated!with!the!Stars!and!Stripes.”394!!Throughout!the!war,!soldiers!wrote!on!whatever!paper!they!could!purchase!or!procure,!either!from!seizing!the!enemy’s!supplies!or!in!some!cases,!taking!such!items!from!the!bodies!of!the!dead.!!!Some!rebels!went!further.!!Like!their!civilian!counterparts,!soldiers!on!both!sides!engaged!in!souvenir!hunting!and!they!often!sent!home!mementos!gathered!from!the!battlefield.!!!In!the!aftermath!of!one!of!the!numerous!battles!for!Atlanta!in!the!summer!of!1864,!Private!George!S.!Lea,!of!the!7th!Mississippi,!sent!his!father!“some!Yankee!letters!captured!on!the!field!in!the!Battle!of!the![July]!22nd,”!noting!“there!was!a!great!many!captured.”395!!Another!Confederate!reported!that!he!spent!the!morning!after!a!battle!“taking!off!the!arms!and!ammunition!left!on!the!ground!by!the!enemy.”!He!also!added!that!he!“road!all!through!the![abandoned]!Yankee!camp!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
393  Enos P. Brobson to unknown, 20 April 1862, Enos P. Brobson Letter, Tennessee State Library 
and Archives (hereafter TSLA). 
394 Wiley, Johnny Reb 198. 
395 George S. Lea to his father, 24 July 1864, George S. Lea Papers, U.S. Army Military History 




396 William Clark Corson to Jennie Hill, 4 June 1862, William Clark Corson Letters, Virginia 
Historical Society (hereafter VHS).  Soldiers’ letters also mentioned the victors mutilating 
corpses and making trophies from body parts of the slain. See Michael C. C. Adams, Living Hell: 
The Dark Side of the Civil War (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014), 166, 
173.  
397 George Remley to Jane Remley, 8 March 1863, cited in Julie Holcomb, ed., Southern Sons, 
Northern Soldiers: The Civil War Letters of the Remley Brothers, 22nd Iowa Infantry. DeKalb, IL: 
Northern Illinois University, 2004), 43.  
398 S. D. Price to James Remley, 4 October 1864, cited in Holcomb 162.   
399 Robin Young, in her history of the one of the most famous letters of the Civil War, writes, 
“This acquisition of booty normally extended to removing money or military items the dead could 
!!
167!!!As!Richard!D.!Brown!explains!in!Knowledge$is$Power,!“Because!these!were!letters!of!strangers,!indeed,!enemies,!ordinary!rules!did!not!apply.”400!!Another!scholar!contends,!“This!acquisition!of!booty!normally!extended!to!removing!money!or!military!items!the!dead!could!no!longer!use,!although!most!soldiers!enjoyed!reading!pilfered!letters.”401!!Indeed,!reading!the!enemy’s!letter!for!amusement!constituted!both!a!morale!booster!and!a!means!of!striking!back!at!the!unseen!opponent.!!James!E.!Love,!while!on!operations!with!the!8th!Kansas!in!Tennessee,!wrote!to!his!beloved!in!St.!Louis:!"We!have!been!capturing!quantities!of!property!–!belonging!to!the!secesh!army!when!here,!in!the!shape!of!officers!Trunks,!letters!swords!&c!–!also!a!large!mail,!which!has!given!us!great!amusement.”402!!To!its!owner,!the!loss!of!a!letter!to!the!enemy,!not!surprisingly,!proved!a!cause!for!disappointment.!!After!Confederate!cavalry!commander!John!Hunt!Morgan!captured!a!mail!shipment!bound!for!Union!forces!in!Alabama,!George!W.!Landrum,!an!Ohio!soldier!in!the!Signal!Corps,!sadly!but!dutifully!informed!his!sister!that!“some!‘Secesh!soldier’!had!the!pleasure!of!reading!that!sixteenFpage!letter!you!wrote!me.”!“Give!my!love!to!all!and!tell!everybody!that!has!written!me!within!the!last!twenty!days,!to!write!again,”!implored!Landrum,!“as!the!Sesesh!got!their!letters.”403!!William!H.!Ball!apparently!found!nothing!odd!in!sharing!with!his!sister!“a!secesh!letter!left!here”!while!at!the!same!time!asking!her!to!“Send!on!that!picture…in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
no longer use, although most soldiers enjoyed reading pilfered letters.” Young, For Love and 
Liberty: The Untold Civil War Story of Major Sullivan Ballou and His Famous Love Letter (New 
York: Thunder's Mouth Press, 2006), 725.  
400 Richard D. Brown, Knowledge is Power: The Diffusion of Information in Early America, 
1700-1865 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 180. 
401 Young 725. 
402 James E. Love to Eliza “Molly” Wilson, 1 July 1862, James E. Love Papers, MHML. 
403 George W. Landrum to his sister, 13 May 1862, George W. Landrum letters, OHS. 
!!
168!!!a!letter”!and!reassuring!her!that!“It!will!come!safe.”404!!Sentimentality!and!hatred!of!the!enemy!shared!space!in!the!same!bosom.!!Thomas!M.!Covert,!a!Union!cavalryman,!bragged!to!his!wife,!“I!read!the!letter!of!the!rebel!Lieutenant!wrote!to!his!mother.!!He!is!quite!full!of!gas.”405!!Even!as!he!derided!his!opponent’s!private!mail,!Covert!waxed!sentimental!when!it!came!to!his!family.!!A!year!into!his!service!he!admitted,!“It!is!hard!to!be!away!off!here!where!I!cant!see!my!little!family!that!is!so!dear!to!me,!but!will!know!how!to!appreciate!there!society!when!I!get!home!once!more.”406!!The!letters!of!William!Clark!Corson,!of!the!3rd!Virginia!Cavalry,!written!during!the!Peninsula!Campaign!of!1862,!indicated!that!he!had!looted!the!bodies!of!dead!Union!soldiers!who!had!fallen!in!the!fighting!around!Richmond.!!!He!had!no!qualms!about!sharing!captured!letters!with!his!girlfriend,!who!received!from!him!“a!specimen!of!Yankee!lover’s!poetry!which!you!will!find!highly!entertaining.”!!Oddly!enough,!Corson’s!love!token!came!with!the!instruction,!“You!must!not!let!any!one!see!it!however.“407!!A!fellow!Virginian,!also!involved!in!the!fighting!for!Richmond,!sent!his!father!a!“a!Yankee!letter”!along!with!the!commentary!that!“there!is!nothing!remarkable!about!it!–!save!that!of!the!hundreds!I!have!seen!it!is!the!best!in!composition!&!the!best!in!spelling,!about!the!only!one!without!something!hatefully!vulgar.”408!!!Confederate!and!Union!soldiers!alike!made!claims!about!the!enemy’s!collapsed!will!to!fight!based!on!their!readings!of!captured!letters.!!Private!Morgan!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
404 William H. Ball to Elizabeth Smith, 4 April 1862, William H. Ball Collection, USAMHI. 
405 Thomas H. Covert to his wife, 6 October 1862, Thomas H. Covert Papers, USAMHI.  
406 Ibid., 5 July 1862. 
407 William Clark Corson to Jennie Hill, 9 June 1862, William Clark Corson Letters, VHS. 
408 William Hartwell Perry to his father, 20 June 1862, William Hartwell Perry Letters, UVA. 
!!
169!!!Jefferson!served!with!the!35th!Texas!Calvary!during!the!Red!River!Campaign!in!Louisiana!in!the!spring!of!1864.!!His!unit!got!their!hands!on!a!large!cache!of!mail!seized!on!May!4!from!the!Union!transport!packet!City$Belle;!apparently,!the!letters!boosted!the!morale!of!the!rebels!and!impressed!on!them!the!dispirited!state!of!their!opponents.!!Private!Jefferson!reported!to!his!wife!that!“we!have!seen!some!the!letters!was!captured.!!thay!say!the!yankes!is!badly!whiped!and!thay!sat!thay!tired!of!the!wore!and!sum!of!them!ses!they!will!not!fite!eney!more.”409!!Such!overly!optimistic!appraisals!had!their!counterparts!in!the!Union!army.!!One!Northern!trooper!mocked!the!Confederate!letters!his!regiments!captured!and!read,!making!note!of!those!letters!that!came!from!family!members!who!opposed!secession:!“the!spelling!&!sentiments!are!so!rich!–!many!of!the!letters!too!are!to!young!men!from!their!sisters!&!others!at!home,!expressing!Union!sentiment,!&!requesting!them!to!leave!the!secesh!Army.”410!Indeed,!as!these!two!cases!illustrate,!soldiers’!writings!tended!to!mix!together!equal!parts!insightful!observations!and!sincere!sentiments!with!outlandish!and!unsubstantiated!claims!about!ongoing!events.!!Captured!mail!sometimes!even!appeared!in!newspapers.!!In!an!article!subtitled!“Inside!View!of!the!Fashionable!Secesh!of!St.!Louis,”!The$St.$Louis$GlobeR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
409 Morgan Jefferson to his wife, 13 May 1864, cited in Gary D. Joiner, ed., Little to Eat and Thin 
Mud to Drink: Letters, Diaries, and Memoirs from the Red River Campaigns, 1863-1864 
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2007), 144.  The Red River Campaign ended in defeat 
for Union forces, but needless to say, Jefferson’s belief in his opponent’s lack of will to fight was 
more wishful thinking than anything else. For more on the Red River Campaign, see Ludwell 
Johnson, Red River Campaign: Poitics and Cotton in the Civil War (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1958); William Riley Brooksher, War along the Bayous: The 1864 Red River Campaign in 
Louisiana (Dulles, VA: Brassey’s, 1998); and Joiner’s two recent works on the subject, One 
Damn Blunder from Beginning to End: The Red River Campaign (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly 
Resources, 2003) and Through the Howling Wilderness: The 1864 Red River Campaign and 
Union Failure in the West (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2006) 




411 The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, 9 September 1862, Chouteau Collection, MHML. 
412 Willoughby Babcock to his wife, 23 April 1863, cited in Willoughby M. Babcock Jr., ed., 
Selections from the Letters and Diaries of Brevet Brigadier General Willoughby Babcock of the 
Seventy-Fifth New York Volunteers (Albany: University of the State of New York, 1922), 98-99.  
“C.S.A” stood for “Confederate States of America.” The practice of printing the personal letters 
of one’s opponents was a well-worn tradition.  Thomas Jefferson, for one, complained that his 
private letters were often published in the opposition press.  See Richard R. John, Spreading the 
News: The American Postal System from Franklin to Morse.  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 






413 Madison Bowler to Lizzie Bowler, 31 July 1862, cited in Andrea R. Foroughi, ed., Go If You 
Think It Your Duty: A Minnesota Couple’s Civil War Letters (St. Paul, MN: Minnesota Historical 
Society Press, 2008), 109.  Foroughi identified the Confederate soldier as Frances Preston, a 
sergeant in Company D of the 2nd Georgia Cavalry. See fn.74.   
!!
172!!!carry!a!photo!of!his!loved!ones!on!his!personal!body.!!Death!held!less!fear!for!him!than!the!thought!that!the!image!of!his!beloved!would!fall!under!the!scrutiny!of!Yankee!soldiers.!!As!he!explained!to!his!wife:!After!the!battle!our!soldier!found!many!pictures!of!the!dead!Yankees,!of!their!families,!fiancées,!etc.!I!don’t!ask!for!yours!because!we!might!fight!with!the!Yankees!and!I!might!be!killed!and!they!would!keep!your!picture.!!!I!don’t!want!that.414!!!Yturri’s!fellow!Confederate!William!Clark!Corson!explained!to!his!beloved!that!!“The!reason!why!I!did!not!write!to!you!whilst!gone!was!that!I!was!afraid!the!Yankees!would!get!my!letters.”!!As!proof,!he!added,!“They!captured!the!mails!twice!in!KingFGeorge![County]!whilst!I!was!there.”415!!Southerners!themselves!proved!just!as!adept!at!raiding!mail!shipments.!!“You!write!to!met!hat!you!wrote!me!five!letters!but!I!only!rec!two!of!them,”!wrote!one!Ohioan!to!his!wife,!“our!male!has!been!captured!twist!between!memphis!and!corinth!by!the!rebels[.]”416!Soldiers!expressed!grief!over!the!lost!of!precious!letters!to!various!causes,!but!having!one’s!personal!mail!read!and!mocked!by!the!enemy!added!insult!to!injury.!!Better!for!a!letter!to!be!lost!for!good!than!found!by!strangers,!or!worse,!one’s!hated!opponent!who!would!derive!a!measure!of!satisfaction!from!gaining!access!to!one’s!private!thoughts!and!feelings.!!In!the!summer!of!1864,!George!Knox!Miller,!a!rebel!cavalry!officer,!reported!to!his!wife!that!he!had!lost!one!of!her!letters!during!the!Confederate!retreat!to!the!outer!defense!of!Atlanta;!“I!regret!it!very!much,”!he!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
414 Manuel Yturri to Elena Yturri, 23 July 1864, cited in Jerry Thompson, ed., Tejanos in Gray: 
Civil War Letters of Captains Joseph Rafael de la Garza and Manuel Yturri, trans. Jose Roberto 
Juarez (College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 2011), 54. 
415 William Clark Corson to Jennie Hill, 10 October 1863, William Clark Corson letters, VHS. 
416 Henry Dykes to his wife Sarah, 6 August 1862, Dykes Family Letters, OHS.  A sergeant in 




417 George Knox Miller to his wife Celestine, 5 July 1864, cited in Richard M. McMurry, ed., An 
Uncompromising Secessionist: The Civil War of George Knox Miller, Eighth (Wade's) 




418 M C. Leydance to Molly Reid, 4 February 1864, Stephens-Reid Letters, University of Georgia, 
Athens; Hargrett Rare Books and Manuscript Library. 
419 Charles Brewster to his sister Martha, 21 February 1863, cited in Blight 213.  We know of 
Charles’ destruction of his sister Martha’s letters only because Martha preserved his letters.  
420 David M. Henken, The Postal Age: The Emergence of Modern Communications in Nineteenth-
Century America (Chicago: University of Chicago, 2006), 105.  The practice of instructing the 
recipient to burn the letter long predates the Civil War, though obviously during the War, the fear, 
often substantiated, that one’s private letters should fall into the wrong hands gave many soldiers 
a greater incentive to burn letters or to ask their recipients to do so.   
421 William H. Ball to his brother D. Smith, 17 December 1861 and 23 February 1862, William H. 
Ball Collection, USAMHI. 
!!
175!!!wanted!to!see!the!light!of!day!ever.!!One!letter!to!her!in!December!1862!ended!with!the!unequivocal!command,!“Burn!this!letter.”422!William!H.!Ball’s!correspondence!with!his!siblings!suggests!that!the!reduction!of!letters!to!ashes!did!not!happen!without!forethought!and!deliberation.!!Writers!attached!great!emotional!value!to!both!their!own!letters!and!the!letters!they!received!from!distant!loved!ones.!!Soldiers’!letters!indicate!that!they!and!their!correspondents!discussed!the!conditions!and!rationales!under!which!the!recipient!would!carry!out!the!procedure.!!”[I]f!you!wish!you!may!burn![my!letter],”!wrote!a!Kentucky!regimental!surgeon!to!his!wife,!“but!I!will!not!burn!yours!simply!because!your!hand!was!sore!and!you!could!not!write!it!quite!as!well!as!usual.”423!!Having!professed!to!his!wife!his!heartfelt!desire!to!return!home!to!her!company,!one!New!Yorker,!added!as!precaution!in!the!postscript,!“You!must!burn!this!letter,!for!I!am!ashamed!of!it!and!don’t!want!nobody!to!see!it!but!yourself.”424!!!Soldiers!also!had!practical!reasons!to!not!keep!large!sets!of!letters!on!them.!!In!some!theatres!of!operations!the!troops!lived!in!semiFpermanent!housing,!especially!during!the!winter!months.!!Most!soldiers,!however,!experienced!frequent!and!even!daily!relocations;!a!life!constantly!exposed!to!the!elements,!sometimes!without!even!a!tent!or!bag!to!store!one’s!personal!items,!constituted!the!norm!during!the!course!of!one’s!enlistment.!!Since!the!regiments!moved!about!so!often!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
422 William H. Ball to his sister Lib, 19 December 1862, William H. Ball Collection, USAMHI. 
423 Claiborne, J. Waltan, to wife Nannie, 7 September 1863, Lewis Leigh Jr. Collection, 
USAMHI. Walthan was a surgeon with the 21st Kentucky. 
424 Richard Goldwaite to his wife Ellen Goldwaite, 24 July 1861, cited in Marti Skipper and Jane 
Taylor, eds., A Handful, 39.  Ellen Goldwaite commanded her husband to burn her letter of 17 




425 Arthur H. DeRosier, Jr., “Introduction,” cited in Through the South with a Union Soldier, 
Arthur H. DeRosier, Jr., ed. (Johnson City, TN: Tennessee State University, Research Advisory 
Council, 1969), 10-11.  
426 William Henry Harrison Perry to Fannie Sumner Kidder, 9 Nov. 1862, WHHP Letters, MEHS. 
427 John W. Ames to his mother, 16 March 1862. John W. Ames Papers, USAMHI.  In letter of 
April 13/14, 1862 Ames again notified his mother he has burned her most recent letter. 




429 Adams, Owning Up, 10.  
430 John Bratton to his wife Bettie, 25 May 1862, John Bratton Letters; University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill; Louis Round Wilson Library (hereafter UNC). 
!!
178!!!step:!“I!burned!them!all!in!the!oven.”431!!In!June!1864,!when!Confederate!General!Jubal!Early!nearly!penetrated!Washington!D.C.’s!defenses,!one!Union!soldier!stationed!in!the!city!took!to!burning!his!lover’s!letters!in!order!to!safeguard!them!from!capture!and!examination!by!the!enemy.!!!As!Walter!G.!Dunn!explained!to!Emma!Rudolph:!! !When!I!entered!the!Hospital!I!thought!I!would!preserve!all!your!letters,!and!did!untill!the!late!raid![by],!when!I!thought!it!prudent!to!assign!them!to!the!flames,!I!can!assure!you!I!did!it!with!regret!but!knowing!the!threatened!condition!of!the!City!in!its!defenceless!hour!and!knowing!that!all!correspondence!found!in!a!government!office!would!be!subject!to!a!very!rigid!examination!by!a!band!of!lawless!ruffians,!I!concluded!that!you!would!justify!my!proceedings,!and!acted!accordingly.432!!!Whereas!Dunn!destroyed!his!lover’s!letters!to!prevent!them!from!falling!into!the!hands!of!the!enemy,!fellow!Union!soldier!Clement!Abner!Boughton!burned!his!correspondence!“for!I!did!not!want!the!Camp!to!read!it!if!they!got!hold!of!it.”433!!Another!Union!soldier,!Edwin!Horton,!of!the!4th!Vermont,!while!participating!in!the!siege!of!Petersburg,!commanded!his!wife!to!“not!to!show!any!of!my!letters.!“!He!also!reassured!her!that!he!“always!burn!them!up!as!soon!as!I!read!them![her!letters].”!!A!regimental!camp,!in!his!words,!provided!no!safe!place!to!store!old!letters!that!otherwise!would!become!fodder!for!public!gossip.!“I!dont!burn!them!because!I!am!ashamed!to!keep!or!to!read!them!to!others,”!wrote!the!Vermonter,!“but!I!burn!them!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
431 Charles F. Tew to his wife, 18 November 1862, Charles F. Tew Papers, UMCL. 
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452 Tillman Valentine to his wife Annie, 25 April 1864, cited in Jonathan W. White, Katie Fisher, 
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!!
189!!!Mutual!Suffering!and!Devotion.”456!!The!vast!body!of!letters!from!the!Civil!War!offer!substantial!and!incontrovertible!evidence!of!men’s!ability!and!desire!to!express!their!feelings!on!paper.!!The!fear!of!stepping!beyond!the!boundaries!of!acceptable!masculinity!did!not!stop!many!soldiers!from!indulging!in!highly!romanticized!vocabulary!and!rhetoric!while!articulating!and!sharing!their!heartfelt!yearnings!with!their!loved!ones!at!home.!!For!George!Barnett,!the!desire!to!maintain!through!the!mail!a!conversation!with!his!family!overrode!all!other!consideration!of!epistolary!craftsmanship.!!Having!endured!a!long!stretch!without!any!mail!or!news!from!home,!the!Michigander!complained!that!“it!isn’t!fair!to!take!a!fellow!away!from!home!and!keep!him!so!many!months!without!even!a!scratch!of!a!pen!from!his!friends.”!!Such!was!the!Barnett’s!desire!to!stay!connected!with!home!that!he!facetiously!claimed!that,!“If!it![the!war]!lasts!much!longer!I!shall!be!under!the!necessity!of!addressing!a!letter!to!Old!Abe!and!giving!him!full!information!as!to!all!the!particulars.”457!!Not!surprisingly,!soldiers!routinely!treated!precious!letters!from!home!as!totems!of!their!loved!ones.!!The!soldiers!kissed,!and!caressed!such!letters,!and!some!even!went!so!far!as!to!keep!on!their!physical!bodies!these!epistles!while!going!into!battle.!!The!act!of!burning!a!beloved!letter!revealed!soldiers’!determination!to!safeguard!the!intimacy!of!their!private!emotional!life!from!the!prying!and!curious!eyes!of!outsiders.!!Not!surprisingly,!soldiers!also!saw!their!personal!mail!as!extensions!of!their!personhood.!!“It!is!said,!that!a!person's!writing!is!indication!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
456 Orrin S. Allen, 112th NY, to his wife Francis, 18 January 1863, Orrin S. Allen Papers, 
Virginia Historical Society. Allen served in the 112th New York and at the time was stationed in 
Suffolk, Virginia. 




458 Unknown soldier to “Hattie” 9 February 1864, Special Collections, Virginia Tech.  Available 
online at http://spec.lib.vt.edu/cwlove/dearhattie.html. Accessed 28 August 2015. The soldier’s 
letter indicated that he served in the 11th New York Battery. 
459 John Rodgers Goldsborough to his wife, 8 May 1862,  John Rodgers Goldsborough Letter, 
University of Georgia, Athens; Hargrett Rare Books and Manuscript Library.  Goldsborough 
wrote this extraordinarily long letter – over 50 pages – while on blockade duty aboard the steamer 
USS Florida off the coast of Georgia.  
460 Tillman Valentine to his wife Annie, 25 April 1864, cited in Jonathan W. White, Katie Fisher, 
and Elizabeth Wall, “The Civil War Letters of Tillman Valentine, Third U.S. Colored Troops,” 
The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 139, no. 2 (April 2015): 184-185. 
461 John Guy Lofton to his wife Elizabeth C. Lofton, 28 July 1861, John Guy Lofton Collection, 
University of Mississippi, J.D. Williams Library Archives and Special Collections.  From 




462 Robert Hubbard to his wife, 25 February 1863, to his wife, cited in Yankee Correspondence: 
Civil War Letters between New England Soldiers and the Home Front, ed. Nina Silber and Mary 
Beth Sievens (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1996), 116. 




464 Emmanuel T. Hooker to his daughter Fannie, 8 March 1865, Emmanuel T. Hooker Papers, 
OHS.  
465 Priscilla M. Regan, Legislating Privacy: Technology, Social Values, and Public Policy 




466 John F. Brobst to Mary Englesby, 22 May 1863, cited in Margaret Brobst Roth, ed., Well 
Mary: Civil War Letters of a Wisconsin Volunteer (Madison: University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
1960), 63.  A member of the 25th Wisconsin, Brobst did not muster out until June 1865.  
!!
194!!!prominently!into!what!a!Maine!volunteer!confided!to!his!wife!in!1864,!“I!shall!look!forward!to!time!go!home…to!see!the!time!when!I!shall!be!a!free!boy!again.”467!!Some!750,000!of!these!men!did!not!survive!the!war!to!go!home;!most!did,!however.468!!During!their!time!in!the!service,!however!short!or!long,!they!had!various!degrees!of!success!in!asserting!control!of!their!own!epistolary!voice.!!Yet,!their!consistent!and!insistent!attempts!to!do!so!revealed!that!they!never!lost!sight!of!what!it!meant!to!own!themselves!and!their!privacy.!!!Whether!the!war!and!a!life!in!uniform!lived!up!to!their!expectations!or!not,!the!soldiers!in!their!letters!spoke!to!and!about!their!daily!conditions,!their!hopes!and!dreams,!their!fears!and!doubts,!their!moments!of!joy!and!sadness.!!And!always!they!wrote!about!what!they!saw,!felt,!and!lived!through!during!the!years!of!battle,!boredom,!and!bloodletting.!!If!the!troops!had!to!endure!both!the!tedium!of!camp!life!and!the!terrors!of!the!battlefield,!they!refused!to!do!so!as!nameless!cogs!in!the!military!machine!or!faceless!cannon!fodder.!!!The!act!of!letter!writing,!of!scribing!their!personal!testimonies!onto!paper!for!others!in!their!social!circle!to!read!and!be!influenced!by,!meant!that!these!soldiers!did!not!suffer!in!silence.!!!By!war’s!end,!privacy!mattered!more!for!another!reason.!!During!the!course!of!the!conflict!soldiers!had!confessed!aspects!of!their!feelings!that!they!did!not!want!anyone!except!their!most!trusted!female!confidante!to!know.!!The!cloak!of!epistolary!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
467 William S. Porter to his wife Etta, 7 September 1864. William S. Porter Diaries and 
Correspondence, MEHS.  The 19th Maine was mustered out 11 September 1865. 
468 For over a hundred years scholars accepted the figure of 620,000 as the total of number of 
American deaths out of the three million men who took up arms in one capacity or another during 
the Civil War.  Recent demographic analysis by J. David Hacker points to a much higher figure, 
up to as high as 850,000 but not less than 650,000.   For Hacker, the mid-point of 750,000 
provides the most reasonable estimate.  See Hacker, “A Census-Based Count of the Civil War 




469 George Henry Pettis to his wife, 1 December 1862, George Henry Pettis Papers, Yale 
University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library. 
!!
196!!!Most!significantly,!manly!honor!could!be!established,!displayed,!and!earned!in!battle.!!Acting!like!a!coward!F!or!even!harboring!cowardly!thoughts!F!violated!manly!ideals!of!honor,!duty,!and!courage.!!Dishonor!was!not!simply!the!opposite!of!honor;!it!was!a!stigma,!a!disgrace!that!extended!from!the!soldier!to!his!entire!family.!!!Even!as!the!Confederacy!inched!ever!closer!to!defeat!in!late!1864,!one!defiant!rebel!assured!his!mother!that!he!would!never!soil!his!family!name!by!quitting!the!fight.!!“I!have!endeavored!during!the!past!history!of!this!war,!in!all!the!engagements!I!have!been!in,!never!to!sully!your!name!on!the!bloody!battlefield,!as!awful!as!they!are,”!wrote!David!Ballenger.!“It!grieves!me!to!think!that!I!should!at!last!bring!dishonor,!shame!and!contempt!upon!your!grey!hairs!by!turning!back!in!the!day!of!battle!like!the!children!of!Ephraim.”470!!The!idea!of!honor!has!often!been!seen!as!peculiar!to!Southern!male!aristocrats.!!Yet!the!privacy!concerns!of!soldiers'!letters!show!that!a!good!reputation!mattered!to!Yanks!as!well!as!Confederates,!of!all!classes!and!backgrounds.!!!Of!course,!the!desire!for!a!good!reputation!meant!that!a!soldier!appeared!manly!in!the!eyes!of!not!only!his!family!but!also!among!his!brethren!in!the!regimental!camp.!!Manhood,!the!wartime!letters!show,!was!not!an!attribute!of!an!individual!man,!who!simply!described!his!own!code!of!conduct.!!His!letters!continually!conveyed!information!about!other!men!from!his!community;!he!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
470 David Ballenger to “My dear Mother,” 12 December 1864, David Ballenger Papers, UMCL.  
Ballenger refers to Psalm 78:9 - “The children of Ephraim, being armed, and carrying bows, 
turned back in the day of battle.”  Ballenger was a member of the famed “Hampton Legion,” 
named after its leader, the fabulously wealthy South Carolinian plantation owner Wade Hampton 
III.  The Legion fought in nearly every major battle in the Eastern Theatre, from First Manassas 
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